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Abstrat
Spae missions have reently entered a new stage where onerted mission,
i.e. mission where multiple spae segments ooperate in forming a ombined
platform on whih improved or new physis or servies an be ahieved. The
best-known existing example is probably the TDRSS onstellation of 24 ative
spaeraft together providing the global positioning servie dubbed GPS. How-
ever, several other present missions provide augmented performanes based on
multi spae segment onguration, e.g. the GRACE twin spaeraft form to-
gether the world's hitherto most aurate gravitometer, whih has provided
new information and insight into gravitational related physis as diverse as
dessert growth, oean irulation, gravity anomaly mapping and preipitation
and limate models. Plans and projets for future multi segment missions
are plenty, with missions from all major spae agenies in progress. Denmark
has, with DTUs design of the Swarm mission, ESAs next Earth Observation
Programme magneti mapping mission, and DTUs partiipation in GRACE,
ELISA and Alsat2, a leading role in designing and verifying sensor systems for
this new lass of spaeraft.
The Swedish led PRISMA mission is a tehnologial demonstration mis-
sion, where all aspets of spae rendezvous and doking to both a ooperative
and a non-ooperative target is researhed, with the use of novel methods,
instruments and tehnologies. Amongst other equipment, DTU has delivered
a vision based sensor pakage to the Main spaeraft of this onstellation,
providing both position and pose information for the Target vehile. This
dissertation will desribe the study, implementation and veriation methods
that has led to the realization of this optial Vision Based Sensor (VBS), whih
is used on the PRISMA mission. On June 15
th
2010 the PRISMA satellites
were launhed suessfully into orbit, and after the ommissioning phase and
system hek-out the two joined satellites were separated August 9
th
, initiating
the operation phase of the mission. The Early Harvest started August 30
th
for
the Far Range VBS CHU and September 9
th
for the Short Range VBS CHU,
from where the rst in-ight data and analysis will be presented and disussed
in this dissertation. While writing, the PRISMA mission is ontinuously pro-
viding new VBS data on a daily basis.
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t supervisor:
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Resumé
Indenfor de seneste årtier har rumfarten påbegyndt en ny fase hvor konstella-
tioner rumfartøjer arbejder sammen, for derved at skabe en kombineret plat-
form som kan realisere videreudvikling eller nyskabelse af fysiske egenskaber
og ydelser. Bedst kendt er givetvis TDRSS konstellationen der består af de 24
aktive satellitter som leverer det globale positioneringssystem, GPS.
Flere andre missioner består af rumfartøjer som supplerer hinanden i en
kombineret platform, f.eks. GRACE tvillinge-satellitterne der tilsammen dan-
ner verdens hidtil mest præise gravitometer, som har leveret banebrydende
information og indsigt i gravitationsrelateret tilstande såsom ørkenbevægelser,
havstrømme og klimamodeller. Mange fremtidige rumfartsmissioner omhan-
dlende ere rumfartøjer er enten planlagt eller igangsat, og involverer alle
større rumfartsorganisationer. Danmark har, med sit design af Swarm mis-
sionen, ESAs næste mission for kortlægning af jordens magnetfelt, og DTUs
deltagelse i GRACE, ELISA og Alsat2, en ledende rolle i både design og veri-
ering af sensorsystemer tilhørende den nye klasse af rumfartøjer.
Den svensk ledte PRISMA satellitmission er en teknisk demonstrationsmis-
sion, hvor alle aspekter omhandlende rendezvous og sammenkobling til både
et passivt og et kooperativt rumfartøj er undersøgt, ved brug af nyudviklede
metoder, instrumenter og teknologier. Heriblandt, en kamerabaseret sensor
leveret af DTU, til brug på hovedsatellitten for at levere både position og ori-
entering af Target satellitten baseret på billedinformation. Denne afhandling
vil beskrive studiet, implementerings- og verieringsmetoderne som har re-
sulteret i fremstillingen af den kamerabaserede sensor (Vision Based Sensor
- VBS), som er integreret i PRISMA missionen. Den 15.juni blev PRISMA
satellitterne sendt i kredsløb rundt om Jorden, og efter den indledende fase og
følgende systemverikation blev de to satellitter separeret den 9. august 2010,
hvilket påbegyndte den operationelle fase. De indledende målinger for VBS
systemets dele blev påbegyndt den 30. august og den 9. september for hen-
holdsvis Far Range VBS CHU og Short Range VBS CHU, hvorfra det første
data og dets analyse vil blive præsenteret og diskuteret i denne afhandling.
Under skriveforløbet af denne afhandling leverer PRISMA missionen dagligt
ny VBS data.
Projektvejleder:
Sektionsleder, Professor John Leif Jørgensen,
Måling og Instrumentering, DTU Spae
v
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Typographial Conventions
Bibliographi referenes are given in square brakets denoting author surname
and publiation year e.g. [Abidi1990℄. For multiple publiations from the same
author and year an additional alphabeti designator is added e.g. [Benn2009a℄.
For multiple itations in the same referene, eah itation will be separated by
a omma e.g [Abidi1990, Benn2009a℄.
Referenes to setions uses Chapter.Setion notation e.g. (see Setion 1.1).
Figures, Tables and Equations are numbered with inremental numbers in
referene to the hapter number. In equations, letters with itali notation
will be representing variables, e.g. x, −→ui and Rφ, and roman letters will be
representing units, e.g.
W
m2
and
◦
s
.
Moreover, the introdution of new variables by the delaration of an equation
will be implemented as exemplied:
E = m · c2 (0.1)
where:
E: desribes the energy equivalent to the mass.
m: desribes the mass.
c = 3.00 · 108m
s
: denotes the veloity of light in vauum.
In number notiations all ommas(,) and periods(.) symbolize deimal
separators throughout the dissertation, i.e. no 1000 separators are used.
Aronyms and Abbreviations
The following list ontains aronyms and abbreviations used throughout the
dissertation:
AFF Autonomous Formation Flying
ASC Advaned Stellar Compass
xv
CAD Computer-Aided Design
CC Camera Center
CCD Charge-Coupled Devie
CCRG Collimated Close Range Group
CDR Critial Design Review
CDS Correlated Double Sampling
CHU Camera Head Unit
CMOS Complementary Metal oxide Semiondutor
CoC Cirle of Confusion
COI Center Of Integration
COTS Commerial O The Shelf
CRG Close Range Group
DART Demonstration for Autonomous Rendezvous Tehnology
DTU Danish Tehnial University
DoF Degrees of Freedom
DPU Data Proessing Unit
EFL Eetive Foal Length
EGSE Eletrial Ground Support Equipment
ELISA Eletroni Intelligene Satellite
EM Engineering Model
EOI End of Integration
ESA European Spae Ageny
ETS Engineering Test Satellite
FARM Final Approah/Reede Manoeuvres
FFRF Formation Flying Radio Frequeny
FM Flight Model
FOV Field of View
xvi
FR Far Range
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
GCRG Geometri Close Range Group
GMT Greenwih Mean Time
GNC Guidane, Navigation and Control
GPS Global Positioning System
GRACE Gravity Reovery and Climate Experiment
IR Intermediate Range
ISS International Spae Station
LED Light Emitting Diode
LTAN Loal Time of Asending Node
MIS Measurement and Instrumentation Systems
MUX Multiplexer
NASDA National Spae Development Ageny of Japan
NSO Non-Stellar Objets
OBC On-Board Computer
OGSE Optial Ground Support Equipment
PnP Perspetive-n-Point
PCB Printed Ciruit Board
PPG Position and Pose Group
PPS Pulse Per Seond
PRISMA Prototype Researh Instruments and Spae Mission tehnology
Advanement
PROX Proximity Operations
SFS Star Field Stimulator
SIG Spae Instrumentation Group
STR Star Traker
SMD Surfae Mount Devie
xvii
SN Signal-to-Noise
SPENVIS The Spae Environment Information System [Spenvis2007℄
SR Short Range
SR- Short Range - ooperative
SR-n Short Range - nonooperative
SSC Swedish Spae Corporation
STEP Standard for the Exhange of Produt model data
TC Teleommand
TDRSS Traking and Data Relay Satellite System
TM Telemetry
uASC miro Advaned Stellar Compass
VBS Vision Based Sensor
Terminology and Denitions
A seletion of applied notation and parameters used in the following hapters
are shortly summarized in this setion.
Arseonds: is a unit of angular measurement, dened as
1
3600
of a degree,
or
pi
648000
radians, and will be represented with the unit [”℄.
Centre Of Integration and End Of Integration: or COI and EOI. COI
desribes the time of whih an image is referred to, stamped in the enter
of integration during image apture, where EOI refers to the end of the
image apturing whih is used as a xed synhronization point for the
VBS system.
Gravitational parameter (µ): is a ombination of the Universal Gravita-
tional Constant and the Mass of the Earth determined with high prei-
sion to be [Fortesue2003, Hansen2004b℄:
µ = G ·MEarth = 3.986004418 · 1014m
3
s2
xviii
Hotspots and Hotlines: These expression refers to radiation damage that
have ourred on the CCD sensor. Hotspots our due to rystal defets
in the depletion region of the photo diode, seen as bright pixels in the
image eld. Hotlines ours when rystal defets exists in the vertial
CCD hannel, ausing entire lines to our bright [Ohi1996℄.
Inertial Referene Frame: The referene frame of whih the µASC is deter-
mining the attitude pointings of a CHUs boresight is given in relation to
the J2000 inertial referene frame. Therefore, the use of inertial referene
frame throughout the dissertation relates to the J2000.
Lifetime: The lifetime of eletri omponents used in spae refers to the time
into the mission where a omponent an be expeted to funtion prop-
erly. This lifetime is often ontrolled by the radiation shielding provided
around the omponent or how well derated the omponent is.
Main and Target: The name 'Main' refers to the Main spaeraft of two
satellites ying in formation whih is apable of taking images and ma-
noeuvre around the seond spaeraft denoted 'Target'. 'Target' thus
refers to the passive satellite of the two. These denitions are used
throughout the report.
Quaternion: Rotations and Attitude pointing outputs delivered by the µASC
and the VBS system are given in quaternion representations. Through-
out this dissertation the quaternions are dened as:
q1 = ex sin(
φ
2
)
q2 = ey sin(
φ
2
)
q3 = ez sin(
φ
2
)
q4 = cos(
φ
2
)
(0.2)
where:
ex, ey, ez : desribes the diretion osines of the rotation axis.
φ : desribes the rotation angle.
REarth: desribes the radius of the Earth. In this projet an average value usu-
ally applied when desribing satellite orbits has been used. In [Murray2001℄
this is dened to be:
REarth = 6.3781 · 106m
Visible Spetrum: The human eye only responde to a small part of the
wavelengths in the eletromagneti spetrum. This range is said to vary
from human to human in the wavelengths from the violet values 390↔
455nm to the red values 620 ↔ 780nm. A standardized version of the
human eye states that the relative responsiveness is smaller than 10−3
outside the range of 390 ↔ 720nm [Shubert2006℄. As suh, this range
is applied as the visible spetrum throughout this dissertation.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
This hapter will desribe the bakground history of rendezvous and doking
missions in spaeight, detailing what has presently been ahieved and lesson
learned. Afterwards some future missions with mission objetives involving
rendezvous and doking will be disussed, in addition to the requirements needed
for making these missions feasible. An introdution to the PRISMA mission
will be given together with a desription of the involvement of this dissertation.
Lastly, the sope of this dissertation will be given, inluding the aspets and
suspeted outome of the work performed.
1.1 Bakground
Sine the very beginning of the spaeage, the priniples of rendezvous ights
and doking of two spaeraft have shown their importane and neessity in
dierent spae missions. These have involved a wide range of objetives suh
as vehile serviing/inspetion, tehnial demonstrations, supply deliverane
and lunar landing.
The rst suessful rendezvous approah onduted between two spaeraft in
the same orbit around the Earth was performed in 1965. The two manned
spaeraft onsisted of Gemini-6A and Gemini-7, where Gemini-6A was man-
ually maneuvered into a distane of only 30m to the meanwhile passively
orbiting Gemini-7 [NASA1966℄. Subsequently, the rst rendezvous approah
with a doking was suessfully onduted in the same Gemini spae program
by the Gemini-8 vehile being manually doked to the unmanned Agena-8 tar-
get vehile.
These demonstration missions lead to the start of realizing the lunar land-
ings, where these kind of maneuvers were essential in order to transfer rew
between the vehiles and ensuring their safe return to Earth. Many other
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Figure 1.1. Gemini-7 pitured during rendezvous approah with Gemini-6A
at a distane of 7 meters. (Image: PD NASA Photo)
manned spaeights involving rendezvous and doking have been ahieved.
Inluded here are the more known missions suh as the serviing missions of
the Hubble spae telesope and the many dokings ahieved with the spae
stations by vehiles bringing both rew and supplies.
The main part of suessful dokings have been relying on the presene of
man in order to navigate the two spaeraft together, based on dierent visual
aspets or features of the Target spaeraft. One spaeraft type has though
distinguished itself, namely the Progress supply vehile, whih has been used
sine 1978 and up to the present day when supplying dierent spae stations.
The Progress vehile is able to dok autonomously using a sophistiated radar
system alled Kurs, where a passive antenna system has to be plaed at the
doking port, and a ative antenna system plaed on the Progress vehile
[Portree1995℄. The doking maneuver is supervised by both spae station rew
and ground personnel, all apable of aborting the urrent doking maneuver.
Autonomous rendezvous and doking between two unmanned spaeraft
was rst ahieved in 1997 by NASDA with their Engineering Test Satel-
lite ETS-7. This mission onsisted of two satellites, a Chaser and a Tar-
get, where the Target ated as a passive spaeraft only equipped with ba-
si attitude stabilization apabilities, and the Chaser being a full manoeu-
vrable spaeraft using propulsion to move in all 6 degrees-of-freedom (6DoF)
[Inaba2000, Kasai1999℄. Dierent navigation instruments where used during
rendezvous and doking with the Target, involving laser, GPS and a proxim-
ity sensor. The proximity sensor was used for nal approah and doking,
and onsisted of a 3D shaped marker plaed on Target that was lighted up
by 100 light emitting diodes plaed on Chaser. The reeted light from the
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(a) Progress-M logistis resupply spae-
raft.
(b) Approahing ISS prior to doking.
Figure 1.2. Progress supply vehile. (Images: [Portree1995℄ and PD NASA
Photo)
marker was aptured with a amera, allowing distane and pose between the
two spaeraft to be derived, resulting in a suessful doking.
Later followed the suessful Orbital Express mission by NASA, also perform-
ing rendezvous and doking between a Chaser and a Target satellite. This
mission arried an optial benh mounted with three optial systems and a
laser ranger, and was the rst to ahieve autonomous refueling and hardware
exhange between two spaeraft while in-orbit [Rotenberger2008, Leinz2008℄.
Performing rendezvous and doking in spae between spaeraft moving
with veloities greater 7
km
s
have shown their diulties. This has been well
illustrated by both the mishap in the DART mission in 2004, the ollision
between Mir and Progress M-34 supply vehile, and the mishap during doking
of Progress M-58 supply vehile to the ISS.
1.2 Future Perspetives
Future missions with rendezvous, doking and preision formation ying as
primary objetives are already in development or in searh of naning. One
of these are the ESA led Darwin mission where a onstellation of satellites,
eah mounted with a telesope, is ying in a irular formation. Combining the
funtionalities of the individual telesopes allow interferometer measurements
to be made, although this entails the need of knowing the telesope positions
with sub-millimeter preision for the data to be merged. The Darwin mission
is sheduled for launh in 2015
The Darwin missions need for high auray determination of the posi-
tioning in between the telesopes, has initialized the demonstration satellite
missions alled PROBA3 and PRISMA. The PROBA3 mission has ompleted
the preparatory phase and is going to demonstrate preise formation ying
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and ollision avoidane tehnologies.
The PRISMA mission is the rst of the three missions, and has been launhed
mid 2010. This mission has diret relation to this dissertation and will there-
fore be desribed in greater detail.
1.2.1 PRISMA Mission
The Prototype Researh Instruments and Spae Mission tehnology Advane-
ment (PRISMA) mission is led by the Swedish Spae Corporation (SSC) in
ooperation with dierent ountries and institutions. PRISMA is a tehni-
al demonstration satellite mission and onsists of two satellites whih from
launh were oupled together. One in orbit the two satellites were separated
where the one, known as the Main spaeraft, has full 6DoF maneuverability
and uses this funtionality to perform dierent maneuvers around the passive
spaeraft known as the Target satellite.
Figure 1.3. Details of the PRISMA satellites. The two CHUs meant for VBS
are indiated. (Image: SSC)
The Main spaeraft is equipped with dierent sensor tehnologies whih
an determine the position and/or pose of Target in relation to Main. The
onboard sensors are as follows:
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GPS: A GPS based navigation system with sensors onboard both Main and
Target.
FFRF: Formation Flying RF sensor with antennas and transeiver equipment
onboard both Main and Target.
VBS: A Vision Based Sensor onsisting of ameraes on Main pituring Target,
where Target has inluded ability to provide feature point markings.
Plaement of these sensors and a general desription of the two satellites are
illustrated in Figure 1.3, showing the situation where the spaeraft are sepa-
rated ying in Short Range formation.
Dierent maneuvers and approahes of Main around Target have been de-
ned, based on the use of the dierent sensor instruments running either solo
or in ooperation with one another. The sensors and their interations are on-
trolled by the Guidane, Navigation and Control (GNC) system of the Main
spaeraft whih has the following modes inorporated [Persson2006b℄:
AFF: Autonomous Formation Flying based on the GPS system and the FFRF
sensor system.
H&R: Homing and Rendezvous based on VBS only.
PROX: Proximity Operations based on the GPS and VBS systems.
FARM: Final Approah and Reede Operations based on VBS only.
The four denoted modes eah highlight ommon maneuvering senarios and
important aspets of formation ying experiments. The maneuvering around
Target has though a limited eld of operation. This is due to the two spaeraft
onstant need for power, resulting in a minimum tilt angle requirement of the
solar panels with respet to the sun vetor. The maneuverability of Target is
limited by the use of magnetorquers, implemented for detumbling ontrol and
to align its solar panel side with the sun vetor. This ontrol method enables
a stability of the sunvetor-pointing within ±10◦ for the Target satellite.
The minimum angle of the Main approah has been set to 45
◦
and the
resulting eld of operation for Main is as illustrated in Figure 1.4.
The VBS system of the three sensors used in the PRISMA mission is to
be delivered by the Spae Instrumentation Group (SIG) of DTU Spae in
oordination with a miro-Advaned Stellar Compass (µASC). This sensor has
to produe reliable information on the positioning of Target in referene to the
Main spaeraft, enabling Main to perform its maneuvers for the dierent
formation ying experiments. SSC and SIG have from meetings and short
feasibility studies found the need of splitting the VBS system into modes of
operations, based on the distane between Target and Main. These modes are
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Figure 1.4. Limitations for ontinuous ight operations. The angle to the sun
shall not exeed 45
◦
in order to satisfy the power speiations of Main.
(Image: SSC)
listed in Table 1.1, where Cooperative/Non-ooperative denotes if the Target
spaeraft is providing feature points of its own or not.
Further desription of eah of these modes are given in Setion 2.1.
Mode Range Position Pose
Far Range 1000km-500m Inertial, pointing only -
Intermediate Range 2km-30m Relative, pointing only -
Short range Non-ooperative 200m-2m Relative, pointing and distane 3 DOF
Short range Cooperative 200m-20m Relative, pointing and distane 3 DOF
Table 1.1. Modes of operation of the VBS system, inluding approximated
ranges between Target and Main, and whih Target information that an
be determined.
During the design and development phase of the VBS instrument, the
planned orbit parameters were used to desribe the senario analysis pre-
launh. In Table 1.2 the planned orbit parameters are ompared with the
atual orbit parameters ahieved by the launh provider.
The resulting Sun-synhronous Dawn-Dusk orbit is at a greater altitude
than what was originally planned but at a similar inlination. The dierene
in the design and atual orbit parameters are taken into onsideration when
the senarios for the various VBS modes are desribed in the related hapters.
1.3 Sope of Dissertation
The work in this dissertation is based on the development, integration and
veriation of the VBS system for the PRISMA mission. The work has been
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Parameter Design Atual
Orbit type Heliosynhronous Heliosynhronous
Altitude 700km 740-800km
Inlination 98.2
◦
98.338
◦
Eentriity 0.001 0.002 - 0.005
Table 1.2. Orbit parameters of the PRISMA Target satellite. [Eberhard2007,
Granholm2007, Persson2006b℄
based on, and is a ontinuation of, the sene analysis and proof of onept
as presented in [Benn2007℄, whih used the PRISMA missions requirements as
guidelines for the apability and funtionality requirements of the VBS system.
The fully funtional and spae-qualied µASC navigation instrument are used
as the design platform, extending its apabilities with VBS funtionality.
The sope of this dissertation is to desribe the implementations, veri-
ations and qualiation methods onduted to evolve the VBS system from
its proof-of-onept state into realization of a Flight Model for the PRISMA
mission. This inludes both hardware and software development and modi-
ations diretly linked to the system, whih enompass both the full Flight
Model VBS system and the systems used for VBS system veriation.
The two main modes of VBS operation, denoted Far Range (FR) mode and
Short Range (SR) mode, are desribed in great details within this dissertation.
Whereas elaboration of the transition mode between the FR and SR modes,
denoted Intermediate Range (IR) mode, is merged into the setions regarding
the FR and SR modes.
The PRISMA satellites were launhed June 15
th
2010 and the VBS system
has subsequently passed the Commissioning Phase and Early Harvest Phase,
wherefore the rst in-ight results will be presented and disussed in this
dissertation.
1.4 Summary
Desriptions of previous rendezvous and doking spaeight missions, start-
ing bak from the very rst suessful attempts, have been explained and
shortly analyzed. This was transitioned into desription of present and future
spaeight missions with similar mission objetives, whih inluded a loser
desriptions of the PRISMA mission and what relevane this mission has for
the projet leading to this dissertation.
Lastly the sope of this dissertation has been presented, regarding both
desription of the work struture and the expeted outome of the projet.
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Chapter 2
System Desription
In order to larify the overall needed funtionalities of a Vision Based Sensor
(VBS) system, the following hapter will desribe the senarios that the sys-
tem has to ope with and whih parameters that are available for desribing
position of a Target spaeraft. Furthermore, a desription of the µASC in-
strument is given into whih the VBS system has to be implemented. Finally it
is outlined whih requirements of the µASC system that have to be taken into
onsideration when adapting it to funtion as a VBS instrument, and whih
output information that will be available from the VBS system. The infor-
mation regarding the system funtionality and requirements presented in this
hapter are extrated from information given in i.a. [Benn2007, Denver2006b,
Persson2006a, Persson2006b℄
2.1 VBS Funtionalities
The design of the Vision Based Sensor (VBS) system has primarily been based
on the senario analysis performed in [Benn2007℄. Here the PRISMA mission
has been used as guidelines desribing the needed performane requirements of
the VBS system, and has been thoroughly used during design and development
of the VBS to µASC implementation.
The physial operating range required by the PRISMA mission has lead
to the division of the possible senarios into three main groups, namely Far
Range, Intermediate Range and Short Range. In short, the three modes over
the following senarios:
• Far Range mode: Where stars are detetable in the bakground in
onjuntion with the Target spaeraft.
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• Intermediate Range mode: Where the Target spaeraft appears to
bright, disabling detetion of stars and no features of the Target spae-
raft distintly are visible.
• Short Range mode: Where features of the Target spaeraft are visible
based on two subsenarios:
 Cooperative: The Target spaeraft provides feature points in
form of LEDs plaed in predened patterns,
 Non-ooperative: The Target spaeraft have the xed struture
and outer elements illuminated only by the ambient surroundings.
Eah of these modes of the VBS are apable of delivering dierent solution
parameters, whih are further desribed in the following subsetions along with
a lariation of the modes and their harateristis.
2.1.1 Far Range
Sine the Far Range mode will be able to detet stars in oordination with
detetion of Target, the attitude of the CHU an on this basis be determined
with high auray. The Target is deteted as a dot in the image, enabling
determination of a pointing diretion towards Target in the inertial referene
frame.
From [Benn2007℄ it is known that the Target spaeraft an be deteted by
looking at the angular veloity of the objets passing by relative to the CHU
pointing. Based on the build-in star atalogue in the DPU, a list of all the
Non-Stellar Objets (NSO) deteted on the starry sky an be reated. The list
of NSOs is provided to the FR algorithms whih traks all objets, ltering
out the objets moving in a ertain angular veloity interval and announes
the objet whih has the best solution based on the lters. Trak history is
kept for all linked objets, enabling the system to estimate the stability and
the preision of the traked objet.
In order for the VBS mode to announe the orret pointing towards the
Target spaeraft, the Target satellite has to be detetable as a entroid by the
FR CHU. If the Target is not visible, the objet with the next-best trak reord
will be announed, if any. In onjuntion with the announement history and
preision numbers will tell that the objet has hanged.
This approah requires that the Target satellite is visible in three subse-
quent image frames in order for a trak reord to be initialized.
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2.1.2 Intermediate Range
The upper/far limit of the IR mode is set by the senario where the Target
spaeraft is deteted so bright that the starry bakground is not visible, whih
disables the attitude determination for the FR CHU. The Target satellite will
in this ase be seen as a Big-Bright-Objet (BBO), from where an apparent
pointing towards the Target spaeraft an be provided.
Sine the attitude annot be determined on the stars, the attitudes of the
VBS CHUs are based on mapping of the attitudes provided from the two
standard CHUs, if appliable.
The lower/near limit of the IR mode is set by the senario where the
SR CHU is not apable of distinguishing features on the Target spaeraft.
Likewise, the Target spaeraft will here be seen as a BBO from where an
apparent pointing an be determined.
2.1.3 Short Range
In distanes where features of the Target are detetable additional informa-
tion an be analyzed, thus providing the ability to determine multiple degrees-
of-freedom (DoF) resulting in both pose and position determination of the
Target spaeraft in referene to the CHU [Abidi1990, Benn2007, Benn2008a,
Bjarnoe2005℄. Again the highly aurate pointing knowledge of the CHU bore-
sight based on the stars as referene annot be determined, though mapping
from the attitude determined by the standard startrakers an be used.
For the PRISMA mission, the Target spaeraft is apable of operating in
two dierent modes whih beome eetive at Short Range distane:
2.1.3.1 Non-ooperative Mode
When Target is in Non-ooperative mode it will at as any other passive spae-
raft, where normal imaging of the Target has to be analyzed for feature de-
tetion orresponding to already known features of the spaeraft. From good
quality images, with respet to sharpness, resolution and proper illumination of
the objet under review, 6DoF positioning and orientation an be determined.
2.1.3.2 Cooperative Mode
The Cooperative mode of Target takes into advantage that the Target spae-
raft is designed for this type of mission. Here, Target is apable of delivering
learly marked feature points, realized by LEDs plaed on Target. Based on
entroiding of these points and the fat that their positions on Target are al-
ready known, the pose and positioning of Target an be determined in 6DoF.
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This mode provides the ability to derive pose and positioning knowledge at
distanes even loser than what is possible in Non-ooperative mode, due to
the fat that the entire Target does not have to be in FOV, but only a portion
of the feature points.
2.1.4 Mode Transitions
The dierent modes of operation, desribed in Setion 2.1.1 to 2.1.3, have to
be linked together in order to provide funtionality in the entire range of de-
tetion required by the PRISMA mission. Enabling a seamless transition in
between eah mode requires that two adjoining modes an overlap into eah
others range of operation, giving the ability to provide two solutions from
where the most aurate an be used.
Figure 2.1. Estimate of auray for mode overlapping.
Based on the analysis and desription of the modes given, an estimate of
how eah mode will operate is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The Far Range mode
is illustrated as the one with highest auray due to the fat that the stars
are visible, providing a referene of pointing. The Intermediate Range mode is
illustrated as the least aurate due to the fat that the determinable param-
eters are based on the limited amount of information the image is apable of
providing. The two Short Range modes are illustrated with the Cooperative
mode providing higher auray than the Non-ooperative mode, sine lear
feature points are provide. Furthermore, the Cooperative mode is apable of
getting results at the shortest distane.
This illustration should only be seen as a weak omparison between the dier-
ent modes. This is due to the fat that eah main mode will provide dierent
parameters of Target, suh as 6DoF positioning for Short Range modes and
only pointing towards Target in Far Range mode.
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The mode swithing of the VBS system is implemented to funtion au-
tonomously based on the senario, the deteted image information and pre-
vious solution availability. The mode swithing is determined independently
between the FR and SR CHU, and is disussed in Chapter 4 and 5 desribing
the funtionality of the two CHUs, respetively.
2.2 µASC Desription
The Spae Instrumentation Group (SIG) at DTU Spae has for a deade been
developing a star sensor instrument. The present version is alled the miro-
Advaned Stellar Compass (µASC) and onstitutes the fourth generation in
a row of star sensor instruments. This instrument is apable of determining
pointing attitude of the sensor instrument based on reognition of star patterns
on the sky, and its primary appliation is on-board attitude determination for
spaeraft. The µASC is designed to withstand the harsh environment of spae
and has proven its worth on several satellite missions, resulting in a ontinuous
growth in demand for future satellite missions.
The µASC instrument onsists of two main elements, namely a Camera
Head Unit (CHU) and a miro-Data Proessing Unit (µDPU) whih both are
depited in Figure 2.2 along with a bae system of the CHU.
Figure 2.2. System elements of the µASC, depiting a CHU, a Bae and a
double µDPU. (Image: [Mortensen2005℄)
The star sensor of the instrument is based on a CCD image sensor hip
with a lens frontend designed for low-light situations. The image aptured by
the CCD is subsequent analyzed for presene of stars, based on highly aurate
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entroiding of spots available in the image. The positions of these entroids
are ompared with positions of stars represented in an on-board star atalog,
from where the attitude pointing an be determined. Through testing and
data olleted from ight it has been onrmed that the µASC is apable of
deteting a wide range of illumination intensities. Objets from a magnitude
of +7 to a magnitude of -4 are generally detetable, giving a dynami range
above 10000, based on the denition of the Magnitude sale [Ras2007℄.
Furthermore, the CCD used in the CHU has a full well apaity of 170000e−
photons per pixel, with an additional fator of 28 before overblooming in the
pixels our.
Pointing auray estimation for the µASC instrument has been based
on data reorded from ight and real-sky tests performed from ground. The
values of auray are given as Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA) whih is the
noise experiened with the boresight of the amera looking at the same star
pattern over time. Auray estimations have shown that an auray better
than 2 arseonds for the X- and Y- axis diretions an be ahieved and an
auray around 15-20 arseonds in the roll diretion around the boresight
an be ahieved [Mihelsen2006℄.
(a) Denition of the CHU oordinate sys-
tem.
(b) CHU referene frame in J2000.
Figure 2.3. Referene frames used by the µASC. (Images: [Bjarnoe2007,
Mortensen2005℄)
The pointing determined by the instrument is referring to the pointing of
the CHU boresight, whih in the denition of the CHU oordinate system
orresponds to the pointing of the Z-axis. The denition of the CHU referene
frame is illustrated in Figure 2.3(a), where the XY-plane is in the CCD-plane
of the CHU and the Z-axis desribes the optial enter of the lens.
The attitude solution provided by the µASC system desribes the boresight
pointing of the dened CHU frame in the J2000 inertial referene frame, as
illustrated in Figure 2.3(b).
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Figure 2.4. Funtionality of CHU ross strapping in the µASC in the situation
of STR CHUs are ontrolled by DPU1 and VBS CHUs are ontrolled by
DPU2.
The onguration of the µASC onsists of a single or a double µDPU
whih an have up to four CHUs onneted, providing ontrol of all CHUs
individually. In the onguration using two µDPUs a ross strapping interfae
between the two allows individual aess to the CHUs. The funtionality of
the ross strapping is illustrated by the CHU MUX in Figure 2.4.
The attitude update frequenies the µASC instrument is apable of deliver-
ing are: 4Hz, 2Hz, 1Hz, . . ., 1
16
Hz, whih are diretly related to the integration
time used for the CCD, giving times of: 250ms, 500ms, 1s, . . ., 16s. Further-
more, the system provides the ability to ontrol the integration by triggering
on a ank of an externally applied pulse. Usually a PPS pulse from a GPS
reeiver is used for the purpose.
The software proessing hardware of the µASC onsists of a 100Mhz pro-
essor, 16MB RAM and 5.5MB Flash, where the STR only uses a minor per-
entage of the full hardware apabilities in its standard onguration. The
operating system is written in C ode, and ompiled with a GNU C ompiler.
The ommuniation interfae of the µASC onsists of a RS-422 link using
a paket utilization standard protool for exhange of telemetry (TM) and
teleommands (TC). Control of the instrument is realized using a range of
TCs whih are all desribed in [Denver2006a℄ together with desriptions of
TM data interpretation.
2.3 µASC Adaption of VBS Funtionality
In order to realize the implementation of VBS funtionality to the µASC sev-
eral modiations and issues has been proessed. It is known that for lose
range operations the FOV and fous distane of the standard CHU will not
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be able to deliver reasonable imaging, due to the fat that the original design
has been optimized towards the instruments primary purpose, namely the de-
tetion of distant stars in low light situations. Therefore, the lens design has
been up for re-design.
Furthermore, the eletroni design of the CHU is based on use of the standard
lens and low light situations. This leads to the need of modiations of gain
and integration time ontrol, providing adjustment apabilities of the image
apture system in order to enable pituring of Target. The neessary hardware
modiations to the µASC are disussed in Setion 3.2.
S a f e
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Figure 2.5. Modes of µASC inluding the additional VBS mode.
Sine the µASC has to be able to perform as a normal star traker, the
VBS funtionality has been implemented as an additional mode to the range
of already existing modes of the µASC. The predened modes are depited in
Figure 2.5 [Mortensen2005℄, inluding a mode for the VBS illustrated by the
dotted lines.
Any VBS software, suh as pose and position algorithms, have been imple-
mented in the operating system of the µASC, where neessary parameters and
variables are exhanged with the already existing star traking system. Fur-
thermore, the TM/TC interfae of the µASC has been extended to provide
ontrol of the additional funtionalities that the VBS system provides, as well
as handling of the data reated by the VBS system.
2.4 VBS Solution Information
Based upon the operating mode of the VBS system, dierent outputs are
determinable by the VBS system. The mode is based on the senario, whih
CHU is ativating the VBS routine, previous available VBS solutions and input
information, all determined autonomously.
In order to illustrate the input and output data of the VBS system, the
data ow is given in Figure 2.6. The listed input information is as provided
by the µASC system to the VBS system, from whih the VBS system relies
upon to funtion as desired.
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Input Information:
- Timestamp
- Attitude if available.
- BBO info if available.
- Camera parameters.
- Integration time.
- Non-stellar objects list.
VBS Algorithm:
- Output based on input
    information and solution
    availability.
IR Output:
- Timestamp.
- VBS info.
- Mapped attitude.
- CCD Position.
- Dimension if detected as BBO.
- Apparent Direction based on
    mapped attitude.
FR Output:
- Timestamp.
- VBS info.
- Attitude.
- CCD Position.
- Dimension if detected as BBO.
- Apparent Direction..
SR Output:
- Timestamp.
- VBS info.
- Mapped attitude.
- CCD Position if not
    exceeding edge.
- Dimension if not exceeding
    edge.
- Apparent Direction based on
    mapped attitude.
- Target orientation.
- Target position.
Processing:
Input:
Output:
Figure 2.6. Data ow struture for the VBS algorithm. Shown output data
elds assumes that a solution has been determined for the given mode.
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Far Range X X X X X
Intermediate Range X X X
Short Range X X X X
Table 2.1. Data eld validity vs. reported mode. Green indiates the data
elds that an be onsidered valid in eah respetive solution mode. Blue
indiates elds that an be valid and needs veriation based on VBS Info
eld. Red indiates data elds that annot be resolved for the urrent mode.
The output information from the data ow diagram have been aggregated
in Table 2.1, whih learly illustrates the dierenes between eah of the modes
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by omparing the valid output elds. Additionally, the elds that might be
determinable for the mode are highlighted. This goes for e.g. the suess of the
attitude mappings when the CHU is not able to determine its own pointing.
2.5 Summary
The senario in whih the VBS system has to be operational has been split
up into three dierent modes, namely Far Range, Intermediate Range and
Short Range, with two additional submodes of the Short Range mode denoted
Cooperative and Non-ooperative. A desription of eah of these modes and
the expeted determinable parameters of Target have been given together with
an estimate of their preision apabilities. Along with the preision estimates
an illustration of how the overlapping in between the modes is thought to be
funtioning has been provided.
Furthermore, an introdution and a desription of the µASC instrument is
given, along with a disussion of whih requirements are needed in order to
implement VBS funtionality into the instrument.
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Chapter 3
Flight System
In order to realize the VBS system on the µASC, small hardware hanges to
the system and external support hardware are needed. This hapter will de-
sribe the external support hardware, onsisting of LEDs plaed on Target for
providing ooperative feature points, and the µASC hardware hanges, onsist-
ing of modiations to the optial system and the amera shutter ontrol. This
hapter will desribe the design and veriation of the VBS related hardware
modiations/developements used for the PRISMA mission.
3.1 Cooperative Target Feature Points
As desribed in Setion 2.1, the Target spaeraft of the PRISMA mission is
to deliver ooperative feature points for the Short Range Cooperative mode of
the VBS system. These feature points are designed, assembled and veried by
the DTU Spae, and this setion will desribe the dierent aspets.
The initial investigation of how to realize the Target feature points are
disussed in [Benn2007℄, where the seleted approah uses light-emitting diodes
in the near-infrared spetrum.
3.1.1 LED
The hosen LED for the Target feature points are the SMC735, issuing a sur-
fae mount erami struture with a peak wavelength of 735nm. The datasheet
for the SMC735 LED is given in Appendix A where the following speiations
are given:
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Chip Material: AlGaAs
Power Dissipation: 200mW
Pulse Forward Current: 500mA
Forward Voltage: 1.85V
Total Radiated Power: 10.0mW
Peak Wavelength: 735nm
Half Width (FWHM): 30nm
Rise/Fall Time: 80ns/80ns
The SMC735 omponent has undergone the standard spae qualiation
test for eletrial omponents at DTU Spae, inluding irradiation, thermal
yling, et., and has proven qualied for the use on the PRISMA mission
with respet to meeting the mission requirements.
Additional veriations has been arried out in order to analyze the be-
havior of the SMC735 at dierent senarios, espeially with respet to the
peak wavelength and FWHM. Appendix B desribes the haraterization of
the peak wavelength with respet to LED temperature and pulse-powering,
mainly used during the design of the CHU lens system desribed in Setion
3.2.2.
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Figure 3.1. Temperature relation between I-V for the SMC735 LED.
Additionally, measurements are taken from a steady powered LED in a
thermal ontrolled environment resulting in the dataset presented in Figure
3.1, illustrating that the power-dissipation of the LED is dereasing at low
temperatures, resulting in lower radiated light. The LED powering desribed
in Setion 3.1.7 utilize a voltage limited supply, giving that the radiated power
will vary with temperature.
From a thermal analysis of Target performed by SSC it is known that
the body struture of the Target satellite is estimated to be within a few
degrees from 0◦C[Hellman2007℄, exept for the solar ell panel denoted as
+Z panel. The thermal model of the +Z panel is depited in Figure 3.2,
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Figure 3.2. Thermal analysis of solar panel side of Target orresponding to
the +Z panel. (Image: SSC)
where only the outermost edges are within the maximum limits of 80◦C for
the SMC735 denoted in its assoiated datasheet. This temperature knowledge
is used in both the design of the LED housing, desribed in Setion 3.1.2, and
the plaement patterns on Target, desribed in Setion 3.1.6.
3.1.2 LED Housing
From [Johnston2000℄ it is known that radiation damage of LEDs have diret
inuene performane hanges suh as light output and the forward voltage.
Therefore, speial housing of the LED is designed, providing shielding prote-
tion and thermal stability.
In Figure 3.3 is the subelements of the LED assembly illustrated. Here
the lens is designed to provide shielding to the LED in ombination with the
surrounding blak-anodized aluminium housing. The full assembly of the LED
system is desribed in [Benn2008d℄.
Based on irradiation tests of the SMC735 it is known that the housing
design provides signiant protetion for the PRISMA mission requirements
and lifetime [Thuesen2007℄.
3.1.3 LED Lens
The Lens system plaed in front of the Target LEDs is designed suh that it
will support in the irradiation protetion of the LED, whih due to the exposed
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Figure 3.3. LED housing elements. Left: Exploded view of the CAD drawing.
Right: Assembled LED mounted on a Target mok-up.
plaement is designed in quartz struture
1
. Additionally, the lens is designed
suh that the light emitted by the LED forms a 60
◦
evenly distributed one
around the boresight.
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Figure 3.4. Radiation pattern of the LED SMC735 based on entroid inten-
sities measured using the µASC. Left plot illustrates the radiation pattern
of the LED without lens elements in front of the die, and the right plot
illustrates the radiation pattern in the yz-plane of the rst ve prototypes
with the Lens system in front of the die.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the measurements taken prior to the lens design versus
the results of the nal lens design, showing that the desired angle of 60
◦
is
almost ahieved with an even distribution of the emitted light.
1
Quartz is used instead of glass, sine glass is known to darken in radiation environments
[Hedden1960℄.
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The nal full assembly of all the LEDs used for the PRISMA mission
showed great variane in the radiation pattern of the emitted light, though
kept within toleranes for the performane analysis of the VBS Short Range
ooperative mode. The varianes in between the LEDs are illustrated in Ap-
pendix C as given in [Benn2008℄.
Figure 3.5. LED overlapping in between interseting panels illustrated by the
60◦ ones for the radiation pattern.
The reason for a spanning of 60
◦
around the LED boresight is given from
the fat that a smooth transition in between view of adjoining panels is desired
for the SR-Coop mode. By spanning 60
◦
at least one panel is visible at any
pose of the Target spaeraft. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5, showing the
overlapping from the radiated patterns.
By plaing a lens in front of the LED the outside view of the optial enter
will vary from the true enter due to the lens dirations. In order to estimate
the true enter based on the optial enter, measurements were taken whih
illustrates the signiane of the dierenes. These measurements are given
in Figure 3.6 showing that the optial enter an be orreted for between
-30
◦
to 30
◦
by readjusting the physial enter of the die. Beyond these limits a
standard deviation prole has been reated whih will be used by the SR-Coop
mode to orret the deteted enter based on the deteted viewing angle.
3.1.4 Doking Pattern
The doking pattern serve to provide position and pose determination one the
Main and Target satellites are loser than about 10 m, and all way into about
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Figure 3.6. Movement of LED detetion enter when rotating around the
LED, measured with the µASC system. Top: Rotation around physial
enter of the die. Bottom: Rotation around the optial enter.
40m. This is planned for during the Final Approah and Reede Manoeuvre
(FARM).
The doking pattern onsists of ve spatial plaed LEDs on a xed stru-
ture. This struture is plaed on only one panel of the target S/C in aordane
with the panel planned for doking simulation approah ight, pointing the
same diretion as the pointing of the ollimated LEDs
2
.
In Figure 3.7 is shown how the Doking panel is mounted on Target. Note
the middle LED is lifted above the plane of the other LEDs, whih aid the
VBS solution when the CHU is normal to the panel.
3.1.5 Trator Beams
Five LEDs on Target diers in design and funtionality than the others. These
are plaed in aluminium tubes with a hole pattern and a ollimating lens sys-
tem in front of the LED.
The Collimated LEDs form a well-dened beam ontaining a geometri pat-
tern suitable for reovery of Target pose. The governing priniple is that a
lens onverts a miro-meter hole pattern into a ollimated beam, whih an
then be foused on by any amera and, in priniple, at any distane. Eah
Collimated LED is enlosed in a ylindrial housing that is mounted to an
L-braket loated externally on Target as illustrated in Figure 3.7 and 3.8.
The plaement of the L-braket on Target is dened suh that, when the SR
2
Disussed in Setion 3.1.5
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Figure 3.7. Final Approah and Reede side of the Target satellite (-Y panel).
The LED doking panel is marked with yellow and the ollimator braket
is marked with red.
CHU is aligned with the Doking Pattern, the FR CHU will be aligned with
the enter ollimated LED beam when Main is rotated aordingly.
Figure 3.8. Collimator L-braket as mounted on Target satellite.
In order to dene a searh area for the ollimated beams, the seond and
fourth ollimator tubes are angled suh that they point inwards the enter
ollimator and respetively upwards and downwards. At a distane of 2 meters
the plaement of the ollimated beams will be loated in a pattern as shown
in Figure 3.9, reating a searh area for the FR amera at this distane.
Eah ollimator will provide a star pattern of 9 to 10 stars and will be
deteted as the image given in Figure 3.10. By having the dierent star pat-
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Figure 3.9. Plaement of ollimator beams at a distane of 2 meters.
terns from the ollimators inluded in the star atalogue of the µDPU, enables
pointing towards the ollimator to be determined.
Figure 3.10. Trator beam deteted from PRISMA FM Collimator II by FM
FR CHU.
Due to the limited manoeuvrability of the two FM satellites, Main and
Target, detetion of the ollimator beams from Target to Main was not aom-
plished during the integration and veriation ampaigns of the VBS system at
SSC. Though, alibration images have been taken of the FM L-braket whih
will be used to reate a user-dened star atalog whih will be uploaded to
the PRISMA satellites during the mission. Sine the searh for the ollimator
trator beams is not seen as a standard manoeuvre of the VBS system, the
routine for deteting the ollimator beams is not inluded in the automati
algorithm ontrol of the VBS system.
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3.1.6 LED Plaement
The LEDs are plaed on the Target spaeraft by hand based on oordinates
given in the Target referene frame. Due to the fat that the LEDs have axial
symmetry of the light emitted, the rotations around their individual boresights
are based on the ease of harness layout on the spaeraft. Therefore, the nal
mounting was performed by SSC.
Two dierent mehanial interfaes for the LED housings exist. First is
based on the housing having the bottom surfae glued diretly to the surfae
of the spaeraft. The enter of the mounting interfae is here dened as the
enter of the housing surfae touhing the spaeraft. This mounting type is
illustrated in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11. Mounting of LED housings diretly mounted to the spaeraft.
The seond mounting type inludes an angle braket, where the LED hous-
ing is mounted on the angle braket and thereafter is the angle braket mounted
on the spaeraft. This mounting type is used in situations where diret mount-
ing on the top surfae of the spaeraft is unfeasible, but stable side panels are
available as mounting surfaes. When plaing the angle brakets on the spae-
raft the LED housing shall be free of the spaeraft struture, whih gives
that the bottom of the LED housing and the top of the spaeraft surfae is
planar. The angle braket mounting is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
The lens element and housing are designed suh that it will provide an
evenly distributed light one of 60 degrees around boresight. This gives an
undisrupted overlapping from panel to panel, inluding rotations diretly over
the orners. The overlapping is disussed in Setion 3.1.3, where Figure 3.5
illustrates how 60 degrees ones overlap eah other in the orners.
Eah of the six panels on the spaeraft have ve LEDs plaed in same
plane and in unique patterns from panel to panel. The nal positions of all the
LEDs and the doking pattern are given in [Benn2009b℄ whih are illustrated
in Appendix D.
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Figure 3.12. Mounting of LED housings mounted on an angle braket and
then to the spaeraft.
Figure 3.13. Animated view of Target with visible LEDs.
3.1.7 LED Powering
The total of 40 LEDs omprising the ooperative feature points and trator
beams of the Target spaeraft are wired in strings of eight. Eah string is
routed suh that if one LED fails, only one panel or the fth redundant on
all panels are lost. This design interfaed with the LED powering iruit as
designed by the SSC.
The LED powering is operated in pulses utilizing a voltage limited supply
and has the following speiations:
Pulse rising edge: Synhronous with 1-PPS rising edge (amera integration
loked).
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Pulse duration: Standard 5ms, with ommandable variations from 1ms to
31ms in steps of 1ms.
Current (pr. LED): Normal at 180mA, minimum 120mA.
Frequeny: 1Hz.
The synhronization between the LED blinking on Target and the amera
integration on Main is disussed in Setion 3.2.1.
3.2 CHU Design
The Camera Head Unit (CHU) of the µASC is originally designed for the
purpose of deteting stars on the starry sky, and is therefore extremely light
sensitive together with a fous set to innity. Due to the fat that the VBS
system is desired to work out from distanes where Target is as faint as a mv7
star in magnitude and into lose-up between the two satellites. This required
an extended dynami range for the CHU in order to ope with the senarios
where Target reets enough light to blind the CHU.
Additionally, the SR CHU shall be able to distinguish the ooperative
feature points on the Target spaeraft from the rest of the struture.
This setion desribes the modiations needed in order to address the two
mentioned issues.
3.2.1 Shutter Control
In order to extend the dynami range of detetion levels for both the SR and
FR CHU an eletroni shutter iruit was developed for eah of their CHUs.
At time of development the ight unit of the µASC DPU was already
delivered to SSC for integration on the Main satellite. Therefore, all hardware
hanges were limited to the CHU eletroni, inluding ontrol lines from the
DPU.
In order to eletronially ontrol the integration time of a CCD, two meth-
ods an be used. One method utilize the speed of whih the CCD timing
signals are running to ontrol how fast eah image is read from the dete-
tion layer to the read-out layer, where the seond method utilizes the learing
of the substrate of the detetion diodes whih lears out the detetion layer
[Janesik2001℄. Sine the CHU ontrol is running at xed lok speeds set
by the DPU the rst method an not be realized. The seond method only
involves an extra ontrol to the CCD and its timing generator whih both is
plaed in the CHU, enabling realization of a shutter.
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Figure 3.14. Veriation of amera shutter system. The graphs illustrate the
integration time vs. the brightness of the deteted Big-Bright Objet. Left
going from full integration and downwards on a faint low-powered LED.
Right going from 1ms and downwards on a bright high-powered LED.
A thorough analysis of the CCD timing signals provided an overview of
the dierent trigger signal, espeially the two signal denoted XSG1 and XSG2
whih ontrols the dispathing of the detetion layer to the read-out layer, and
thereby setting the end-of-integration (EOI). The timing overview is given in
Appendix E.
The eletroni shutter is implemented suh that a miro-ontroller is plaed
inside the CHU, sning the ontrol lines from the DPU to the CCD timing
generator, and through these aquire information of when to lear the substrate
(i.e. set start-of-integration). Thereby, the integration time an be ontrolled
from the DPU, only by modifying the software that handles the CCD ontrol
lines.
The shutter implementation has thereby been veried on the full system
by letting the CHU view at a onstant powered LED and note the deteted
intensity level versus integration time. This data is presented in Figure 3.14,
illustrating orret behavior of the implementation method.
The shutter ontrol software implemented in the DPU is designed suh that
the integration period an be synhronized with the LED blinking, realized by
feeding a PPS signal to both systems. The synhronization of the two systems
and its veriation are desirbed later in Setion 5.2.4.
3.2.2 Lens System
As desribed in Setion 2.1 the FR CHU shall be able to detet stars in o-
herene with the Target satellite, giving that no lens modiations are needed
from the standard design.
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Though, from the desription in Setion 2.1 it is given that modiations to
the SR CHU are needed. This is due to the fat that the inoming light needs
to be limited around the LEDs in order to provide a signiant signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for enabling orret detetion. Additionally, the fous point has
to be adjusted for lose range operations.
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Figure 3.15. Spetral sensitivity harateristis of the CCD used in the µASC
(Information provided by SIG - DTU Spae) together with normalized SR
lens transmission spetrum from measurements.
It was desired to design a band-pass ltering of the SR CHU lens system,
suh that the wavelength of the LED would pass through, rejeting the un-
wanted bakground light reeted from Target. Based on the theoretial VBS
SR performane analysis given in [Joergensen2008℄ the width of the band-pass
lter was designed for ±30nm around the peak wavelength of the SMC735
at 735nm. The nal lens transmission prole resulted in the band-pass seen
in Figure 3.15 whih had a lower red-stop limit than antiipated, whih is
believed to be aused by the natural IR stop given in quartz [Soda1961℄.
In gure 3.15 is given both the lens and the CCD response in relation
to the wavelength of the light. The ombined lens transmission and CCD
response is given in Figure 3.16, illustrating that the response for the peak
wavelength is at ∼ 66% of the full response. Revision of the performane
analysis [Joergensen2008℄ showed that these values lie within the margins.
In Appendix B is given a later haraterization of the SMC735 and how
they perform at dierent ambient temperatures and powering methods. The
results from this haraterization are plotted into Figure 3.17, where the PT100
temperature sensor has measured the struture of whih the LED has been
plaed. It is seen that at inreasing temperatures the peak wavelength of the
emitted light also inreases, thus shifting the output to wavelengths with less
than 50% responsiveness for the CCD and lens system.
Based on the temperature information given in Setion 3.1.1, the hange
in peak wavelength an be an issue for the LEDs plaed on the solar panel.
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Figure 3.16. Relative lens transmission and CCD response ombined. Peak
wavelength of LED is marked.
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Figure 3.17. Relative lens transmission and CCD response ombined. The
green line indiates the point of the dened peak wavelength of the LED.
The red lines are the readings of the PT100 element from the test desribed
in Appendix B
Whereas the rest of the struture is varying with a few degrees around 0◦C, and
the pulse-powering of the LEDs, provide a stable wavelength lose to the peak
of 735nm, enabling detetion by the SR CHU. This has been veried using the
Engineering Model of the ight system and is desribed later in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.18. The oated Short Range lens is giving a blue shine due to the
red-pass lter.
3.3 Summary
In order to extend the µASC system with VBS funtionality, additional hard-
ware and hardware modiations are neessary. This hapter has desribed
the design and funtionality of the support hardware for enabling a oopera-
tive Target, namely the LEDs providing detetable feature points. Addition-
ally, the needed design modiations of the standard CHU system has been
desribed. Both with respet to realizing a FR CHU, by adding shutter apa-
bilities, and with respet to realizing a SR CHU, by adding shutter apabilities
and a modied lens system.
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Chapter 4
Far Range
This hapter deals with the Far Range mode by desribing the senario re-
garding orbit and the interations in between the Main and Target spaeraft.
Analysis of the senario will be followed by desription of solution implementa-
tion into the VBS system on the µASC and the on-ground veriation methods
used for haraterization of the FR performane.
4.1 Senario for Far Range Mode
The Far Range mode is dened by the senario where stars are detetable
in the bakground in onjuntion with the Target satellite. This enables the
CHU to determine the boresight attitude based on the stars, while deteting
Target as a non-stellar objet in the FOV.
During the Far Range mode it is desired to determine whih of the visible
objets seen by the FR CHU represents the Target. Following the requirements
given in Setion 1.2.1 the distane between Main and Target an vary between
500m to 1000km for the FR mode if the light onditions allow this.
During this setion a pinhole representation will be used in order to de-
sribe the geometri aspets of the system. This pinhole model is depited in
Figure 4.1. (x, y, z) oordinates represents a point in the amera oordinate
system and (x′, y′) oordinates represent the projeted point into a CCD plane
at a distane of f from the pinhole.
Two CCD planes are plaed in the gure where the real CCD plane is
plaed in the negative diretion of z, but to simplify alulations and for keep-
ing monotonous denition throughout the report the CCD plane is plaed in
the positive diretion of z resulting in projetion of (x, y, z) oordinates into
similar signed (x′, y′) oordinates.
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Figure 4.1. Projetion geometry of pinhole amera assuming pinhole is plaed
at (0, 0, 0) with boresight pointing in the diretion of z-axis. The foal length
of the amera is denoted f.
Using this amera model the projeted oordinates of a point P an be
alulated as follows:
x′1 = x1 ·
f
z1
, y′1 = y1 ·
f
z1
(4.1)
where:
f : desribes the foal length of the amera, i.e. the distane from the pinhole
to the CCD plane.
x1, y1, z1: desribes the oordinates of the point P .
x′1, y
′
1 desribes the projeted oordinates on the CCD.
Based on the simplied pinhole model of the CHU, it has been estimated
that the deteted size of Target in FR mode is approximately 5 pixels, i.e. the
Target will be deteted as a entroid by the µASC system [Benn2007℄. The FR
mode of the VBS is therefore based on the entroids deteted by the µASC.
Figure 4.2. Line of sight between Main and Target at maximum length.
When the PRISMA satellites are orbiting the Earth, Main will hase Tar-
get, following the orbit trajetory of Target.
The hasing is illustrated in Figure 4.2 where the line-of-sight between
Main and Target is shown with a red line, indiating the maximum distane
zmax where Target is detetable by Main. Sine the atmosphere of the Earth
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will ause deetion of the atual position of Target deteted by Main due
to the refration of the light, the lowest allowed limit of d is set to be above
the atmosphere at a 100km where the atmosphere density is adequately low
[Fortesue2003℄. The longest allowable distane is determined using Pythago-
ras' theorem as follows:
(REarth + d)
2 +
(zmax
2
)2
= (REarth + h)
2
(4.2)
⇒ zmax = 5.704 · 106m (4.3)
where:
h = 700 · 103m: denotes spaeraft altitude as desribed in Setion 1.2.1.
d = 100 · 103m: desribes the thikness of the earths atmosphere
[Fortesue2003℄.
This distane is above the limits stated in the requirements for the Far
Range mode dened in Setion 1.2.1 to be 1000km, meaning that Target will
be in line of sight at all time when inside FOV of the Far Range CHU. Due to
the fat that when the Earth is in FOV its albedo an over-bloom the CCD,
making Target undetetable, it is assumed that the Far Range CHU is pointing
in suh a manner that the Earth is outside the FOV, i.e. shaded by the bae
system.
In [Benn2007℄ is desribed how two Earth orbiting satellites with similar
orbit parameters an detet one another based on line-of-sight. The onept is,
that based on the angular veloity in referene to the inertial oordinate frame,
the Target will move at a ertain band-gap given by the orbital parameters of
both Main and Target.
This pointing and irular movement is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3. Illustration of pointing diretion of Main and Target during one
orbit.
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In order to determine the angular veloity of the Target objet, it is desired
to determine the moving speed of the satellites for the urrent orbit. Based
on the altitude information given in Setion 1.2.1 the mean value is set to
h = 770km and by assuming an eentriity of e = 0.0, the moving speed of
the satellites an be estimated by using the Keplarian equations for an elliptial
LEO [Fortesue2003, Hansen2004b, Wertz2002℄:
v =
√
µ
r
· (1 + e · cos(θ)) =
√
µ
r
(4.4)
where:
µ: desribes the gravitational parameter.
r: desribes orbital separation. Here given as r = REarth + h.
e: desribes the eentriity, whih determines how elongated the orbit ellipse
is. Cirular orbit assumed ⇒ e = 0.0.
Thereby the angular veloity, ω, an be determined from the following
expression:
ω =
dθ
dT
=
360◦(
2pi·r
v
) = 360◦
√
(µ)
2π · r√(r) = 59.86 · 10
−3 ◦
s
= 215.5
′′
s
(4.5)
The Target will then appear as an objet moving within a ertain angular
veloity bandpass around the value determined in Equation (4.5) and an
thereby be pointed out. Detetion of objets with this value of movement with
respet to the bakground is detetable using the µASC due to its abilities of
determining entroid positioning down to subarseond auray.
4.2 Implementation
The Far Range VBS mode funtion as the main mode of the FR CHU, mainly
due to the fat that the highest level of preision an be obtained when Target
is deteted in oherene with the starry bakground, i.e. the FR CHU is
apable of determining its attitude pointing.
When the attitude pointing an not be determined, usually due to Target
blinding the CHU and thereby foring the amera shutter downwards, the In-
termediate Range VBS mode is alled instead. This mode-swithing behavior
is illustrated in Figure 4.4, whih gives that the IR mode is a fallbak mode
for the FR mode.
The input for the FR mode given by the µASC onsists of the following
elements:
• Timestamp.
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Figure 4.4. Mode diagram for the Far Range CHU.
• Attitude pointing.
• Non-stellar objets (NSO).
• Big-bright-objet (BBO) information
The timestamp is given as the Center of Integration (COI) of the image
for whih the attitude and entroiding information is based upon, where the
adjustable shutter time has been taken into aount. Due to this implemented
eletroni shutter in the CHU, the sampling period of entroid data is not
ourring with a xed frequeny, given that all omparison with previous data
needs to be aligned with the timestamp.
The attitude pointing is based on the entroids reognized as stars. there-
fore, only non-stellar objets are forwarded to the VBS system, from where
the Target andidate needs to be loated.
Additionally, if any BBO is deteted in the FOV, data suh as width, height
and position are forwarded to the VBS system as well.
From eah entroid in the NSO list a unit vetor desribing the pointing
of the objet an be determined. Centroid representation in unit vetors will
desribe eah objet as a point on a unit sphere of the CHU in referene to the
inertial oordinate system, simplifying angle alulations and attitude deter-
mination due to the fat that the angle between two vetors an be determined
using the dot produt denition [Adams2006℄:
~u • ~v = |~u| · |~v| · cos θ = u1v1 + u2v2 + u3v3 (4.6)
where:
θ: desribes the angle between the two vetors.
~u, ~v: are vetors in a xyz-oordinate system where subsript 123 respetively
denotes the xyz elements.
Using unit vetor representation of the entroids redues Equation (4.6) to
determine the angle θ to the following:
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θ = arccos (~u • ~v) = arccos (u1v1 + u2v2 + u3v3) (4.7)
From the information provided in two onseutive NSO lists, the following
data an then be alulated:
• ω - desribing the angular veloity between two entroids in eah their
list
• Diretion - indiating the diretion of whih the rotation was performed
By having the bandpass of the Target movement
1
, the entroid andidates
an be piked, and a result list will be at hand whenever all entroids in
two NSO lists have been ompared. This result list, ontaining timestamp,
xyz-oordinates of the entroid, angular veloity and diretion, an then be
ompared to subsequent NSO lists provided.
Knowing the timespan, the angular veloity and turning diretion the xyz
pointing an be predited, telling the expeted pointing of subsequent en-
troids. Due to noise inuene from dierent soures suh as preision in en-
troiding, uniformity of reeted light from Target and variations in between
the two orbit trajetories a deviation between the predited pointing and the
pointing of potential entroids in following NSO lists is applied. This devia-
tion is referred to as the Searh Area around the predited pointing, and if the
pointing of a entroid in the subsequent NSO lists lies within the threshold
limited by the Searh Area, the entroid an be linked to the reord in the
result list.
This ltering is desribed in greater details in [Benn2007℄.
The xyz pointing unit vetor is determined using Equation (4.8), where the
projetion geometry used is desribed in Figure 4.1.

xunityunit
zunit

 = 1
F

xccdyccd
f


(4.8)
where:
xunit, yunit, zunit: desribes the xyz pointing unit vetor.
xccd, yccd: desribes the point on the CCD plane.
f : desribes the foal length.
F : desribes the distane from the pinhole enter (0, 0, 0) to the point on the
CCD plane, dened by F =
√
x2ccd + y
2
ccd + f
2
.
Determination of the angle between the two vetors has already been de-
sribed using Equation (4.7), whih an be used to determine the angular
veloity. The equation for alulating the angular veloity is then given by:
1
The bandpass of Target movement is disussed in Setion 4.1
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ω =
dθ
dT
(4.9)
where:
dθ: is the moved angle alulated using Equation (4.7).
dT : is the timespan dened by the dierene in the two timestamps.
The diretion of rotation is desribed by a seond xyz unit vetor with sim-
ilar referene to the inertial referene system. The rotation of a pointing vetor
an therefore be rotated around suh a diretion rotation vetor in an angle
orresponding to θ. This vetor has to be perpendiular to the two pointing
vetors reating the examined angle, leading to the use of the ross-produt
between the two vetors whih is dened for two vetors in R
3
[Adams2006℄.
The rotation unit vetor is determined using the following equation:
~d =
~u× ~v
|~u× ~v| =
1√
(u2v3−u3v2)2+(u3v1−u1v3)2+(u1v2−u2v1)2
·

u2v3 − u3v2u3v1 − u1v3
u1v2 − u2v1


(4.10)
where:
~u, ~v: is vetors in a xyz-oordinate system where subsript 1,2 ,3 respetively
denotes the xyz elements.
~d: desribes the rotation diretion vetor.
The reason for unifying the rotation vetor lies in its further use. In order
to predit future points it is desired to rotate the latest used pointing vetor
an angle orresponding to α = ω · dT around the rotation diretion vetor. It
is dened that any set of suessive rotations using rotation matries, an be
replaed by a single equivalent rotation matrix [Baker2007℄. Thus a rotation
of α degrees around a unit vetor an be performed using a rotation matrix
performing a right-hand rotation, whih is dened as follows:
R =

1 + (1− c)(d
2
x − 1) −dzs+ (1− c)dxdy dys+ (1− c)dxdz
dzs+ (1− c)dxdy 1 + (1− c)(d2y − 1) −dxs + (1− c)dydz
−dys+ (1− c)dxdz dxs+ (1− c)dydz 1 + (1− c)(d2z − 1)


(4.11)
where:
c, s: desribes cosα and sinα, respetively.
If the rotation diretion vetor is not unied a saling will our as well,
whih is undesired. Using this rotation matrix, the predited point an be
expressed as:
~p = R ~u (4.12)
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where:
~p: denotes the expeted diretion to the following point.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the rotation performed on the ~u vetor around the ~d
vetor in the R
3
environment.
Figure 4.5. Vetor rotation desription in the R
3
spae.
The entire unit pointing and predition system has been implemented in
the µASC DPU, written in the C-syntax used for the software ompilation.
Clear restritions and interfaes between the standard startraker software and
the VBS software, have been handled during the software development and
implementation. Thus a stable solution is provide whih does not inuene
the high-priority startraker routines to be exeuted.
The dataow for the FR mode internal to the VBS system is depited in
Figure 4.6, illustrating the input information of the algorithms, the internal
proessing, and the output information in onjuntion with needed history
information for subsequent exeutions.
The "Result History" ontains information about the average angular ve-
loity for all objets following the bandpass limits, average pointing vetors
towards the objets, link history of the objets, average rotation vetors de-
sribing the movement of the linked objet and last the timestamp representing
the saved elements.
Combining this data with the timestamp reeived at the next exeution of
the FR algorithms, the expeted pointing of all objets in the "Results His-
tory" an be predited using Equation 4.12, and thereby ompared to the list
of urrent NSOs at the following exeution.
The total output information from the µASC during FR VBS mode is as
desribed in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 4.6. Data ow struture for the Far Range mode algorithm.
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4.3 Veriation
Varies methods have been used in order to verify the funtionality of the VBS
Far Range mode. This setion desribes the dierent veriation methods and
test setups developed for test and integration of the FR mode.
4.3.1 Pharos Module
Based on the desription in Setion 4.1 of the Far Range mode and its eld of
operation, it is given that two onstraints are needed for the VBS system to
provide a FR VBS solution: Namely, the FR CHU needs to be able to detet
stars for attitude determination, and a non-stellar objet needs to move inside
the veloity bandgap relative to the stars.
During normal laboratory tests of the µASC system, a star eld stimu-
lator (SFS) is used in front of the CHU, providing imaginary stars based on
ollimated LED patterns. Based on the star pattern, the µASC is able to
determine an attitude pointing of the CHU.
PhD student A. Massaro, DTU Spae, has modied suh a star eld
stimulator to enable an additional ontrollable moving "star", using an ad-
ditional ollimated LED with a piezo-motor ontrolled mirror system in front
[Massaro2010a℄.
The Pharos module is pitured in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7. The Pharos module. To the left is the module mounted on the
darkened plexiglas tube. To the left is a lose-up of the Pharos interior,
inluding the motor-ontrolled mirror system. (Image: [Massaro2010b℄).
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During operation of the Pharos module, entroids deteted by the FR CHU
is as illustrated in Figure 4.8.
The SFS onsists of nine "stars" plaed in groups of three whih are shown
in the periphery of the illustrated CCD area. These stars are used by the
µASC to determine an attitude pointing of the FR CHU. Likewise, the moving
"Target" entroid is seen in the middle of the CCD area, performing a linear
movement with a xed speed relative to the stationary stars.
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Figure 4.8. Deteted entroids from the Pharos module. The nine stationary
"stars" are seen in the periphery, and the moving "Target" is seen as the
entroid sequene in the middle. (Data: [Massaro2010b℄)
The entroids presented in Figure 4.8 are fed to the VBS system, from
where the Target entroid is pointed out as a linked objet. In Figure 4.9
illustrates the links established of the deteted entroids.
The Target entroid is moving in downwards diretion, from where it is seen
that three to ve entroids are needed in order to ommene determination of
links, just as desribed in Setion 4.2.
This orret linking is used to dedue orret behavior of the VBS system
on the given senario.
The Pharos module has been used both during software development and
integration, as well as veriation of the FM VBS system as mounted on the
PRISMA satellites.
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Figure 4.9. Linked entroids of the Pharos module from the data presented in
Figure 4.8. (Data: [Massaro2010b℄)
4.3.2 Real Sky Veriation - Seeded Target
It was desired to qualify the FR mode on the real night-sky in order to have
a more realisti senario. In order to realize a setup with a ontrollable light
soure moving with a ertain speed, a LED has been put on a blak-overed
linear guider. Having the boresight of the FR CHU pointing upwards and the
linear guider plaed over it, the FR CHU an see the LED while having the
starry sky in the bakground. This test setup is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
The test setup showed instabilities in windy weather resulting in only lin-
ear movements for short periods. Even though, the VBS system shows good
performane sine it is learly able to point out the moving Target as soon
as a linear movement is deteted in the entroids for more than three frames.
In Figure 4.11 is the output from the VBS system illustrated in oordination
with the deteted entroids. It is seen that three subsequent entroids reates
the link of the moving objet and lok on to this until it diers from the pre-
dited moving path. Furthermore, from the sequene 39 to 44 it is seen that
no Target lok is ahieved due to the irregular movements of the entroids.
By stabilizing the test setup additionally, tests for the FR and IR swithing
ould proeed. The test had its main fous on the mode swithing between
the FR and IR modes, wherefore the results are disussed further in Setion
6.1.
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Figure 4.10. Test setup for the FR-IR testing on the real night sky.
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Figure 4.11. Results from the Far Range VBS with a ontrollable moving
Target. The numbers illustrate the sequene of detetion of the entroids.
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4.3.3 Real Sky Veriation - Satellite Traking
In order to verify the FR VBS algorithms on an orbit-like senario with the
starry sky in the bakground, the VBS system was tested on image data ap-
tured from ground of Low Earth Orbiting satellites. The data was aptured
from Hawaii, whih enables viewing of stars lose to the horizon. By knowing
the trajetory of bright satellites, a standard startraker CHU was set to ap-
ture the image data of the deteted entroids when pointing ertain diretions.
The system aptured all deteted entroids, and not only the Non-Stellar Ob-
jets whih are usually used for input to the VBS system.
Two satellites of interest were found rossing eah others paths in almost
same time span. These were:
A: Cosmos 1980 Roket with a magnitude of 4.4 in brightness.
B: Cosmos 2227 Roket with a magnitude of 3.4 in brightness
The predited trajetories were found using Heavens Above, and is illus-
trated in Figure 4.12 for the two referred satellites.
Figure 4.12. Predition trajetories from HeavensAbove. Left image is for
satellite A and right image is for satellite B.
Feeding the aptured entroid les to the FR VBS system, the algorithms
were apable of linking the movement of two simultaneously visible objets
separately, the result of whih are plotted in Figure 4.13 together with all
deteted entroids. It is seen that other linking ourred, whih in several
ases are due to the distane between stars an math the searh bandpass
for angular veloities, reating additional linked objets. These false links are
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though lost very fast, learing its propagation history and marking it as a
weak link. Due to the fat that the µASC is apable of ltering out entroids
reognized as stars, thus only providing NSO lists, links reated from stars are
not onsidered as a problem.
In order to visually ompare Figure 4.12 with Figure 4.13, the movement
diretion of the stars an be said to follow the lines of Delination in the grid.
The VBS system was not exeuted diretly during apturing of the datasets,
but the gathered data les have subsequently been fed to the VBS system in
order to verify the algorithms.
Figure 4.13. All entroids reorded during traking of satellite A and B. The
arrows indiate diretions of the satellite trajetories. All internally linked
entroids in the VBS algorithms are illustrated.
Based on Figure 4.12 and the orbit parameters, an assumption was made
of what angular veloities of the two objets ould be expeted in the time
of ying through FOV. These expeted veloities are plotted as solid lines in
Figure 4.14 together with all alulated veloities of linked entroids, showing
that the alulated veloities are following the expeted line of Objet A and
B. Veloities related to Objet A have a tendeny to be more noisy than the
ones related to Objet B. The inreased noise level is likely due to the fat
that the brightness of Objet A is low seen from its magnitude level, hene
making it more diult for the µASC to determine the orret entroid point.
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Figure 4.14. Angular veloities with respet to CHU sphere alulated from
deteted entroids together with the expeted veloities of Objet A and B.
4.4 Summary
A senario analysis for the Far Range mode has been outlined together with
the problem desription of the Target traking. Algorithm implementation
into the µASC system has been outlined together with the dataow and mode
swithing strategy. Finally, the implemented FR mode of the VBS system
has been veried both using test benhes and real-sky setups, together with
performane analysis of the VBS output.
The performed veriation methods have illustrated orret behavior of the
VBS system for the FR senario.
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Chapter 5
Short Range - Cooperative
The Short Range Cooperative mode involves the Targets ability to provide de-
tetable feature points, thus making it the ooperative part in the mode. In
this mode the VBS system is able to deliver pose and position information
of the Target satellite. The onept of having a ooperative Target is to ease
detetion of known feature points and to inrease auray of pose and posi-
tion determination. This hapter will desribe the implementation of the Short
Range ooperative method into the VBS system and the following veriation
and performane analysis.
5.1 Senario for Short Range Mode
The Short Range ooperative mode is available in the situations where Target
is in lose distane to Main and high preision is needed with respet to both
pose and position. These situations onern the two ying senarios alled
Proximity Operations (PROX) and the Final Approah/Reede Manoeuvres
(FARM) whih both are outlined in Setion 1.2.1. The distane ranges of
the senarios are limited from where the feature points on Target are xable
and into a distane simulating a doking manoeuvre, i.e. the spaeraft are
touhing if possible. The ooperative feature points of Target will be deteted
by the Short Range CHU, while the nal approah manoeuvres will be aided
from use of the Far Range CHU viewing the ollimated beam pattern emitted
from Target during the Cooperative mode. An illustration of the doking
manoeuvre is available in Figure 5.1 where the ollimated trator beam is seen
as the red line. Later revisions have hanged the design of the boom xture
for the ollimated trator beams and is desribed in Setion 3.1.5.
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Figure 5.1. Short range approah onguration. The red line indiates the
line-of-sight between the Far Range CHU and one of the ollimated trator
beam LEDs. (Image: SSC)
5.1.1 SR-Coop Operating Range
Outer detetion limit:
The SR ooperative mode is limited by the fat that the diodes have to
be visible and the systems ability to distinguish two deteted entroids from
eah other. A performane analysis of the Short Range ooperative mode with
respet to emitted and deteted LED light, LED spot size on CCD, Signal-
to-noise rate and distane limitations, has been prepared in [Joergensen2008℄
taking the senario, LED and amera parameters into onsideration.
In order to estimate the SNR ratio of the deteted light from the LEDs
vs. the bakground level, the spot size of the deteted LED onto the CCD is
essential. In Figure 5.2 illustrates the estimated spot size of the three main
ontributions for the given senario, namely Cirle of Confusion, Diration
and Geometrial spot size [Joergensen2008℄.
Based on the spot size knowledge and the knowledge of radiated light from
the LEDs at any given distane, the SNR between the LEDs and the spaeraft
body has likewise been estimated.
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Figure 5.2. Pixel size of diodes vs range. Red is the Cirle of Confusion spot
size, blue is the Diration spot size and green is the Geometrial spot size.
X-axis given in meters and Y-axis given in pixels. [Joergensen2008℄
It is known that the µASC is able to perform entroiding on images with
a SNR level above 10 whih gives the limit of where LEDs an be deteted on
the Target satellite. Figure 5.3 shows the SNR vs distane, illustrating that
the SNR level is above 10 to a distane of more than a 100m.
Figure 5.3. Signal to noise ratio of deteted LED and bakground of Target.
X-axis given in meters and Y-axis represent the signal-to-noise ratio in
logarithmi sale. [Joergensen2008℄
The outer detetion range of the SR-oop mode is set by the SNR of the
LEDs vs the bakground level as well as the ability to separate the entroids
from eah other. The geometrial outer limit is set where the CHU is still able
to distinguish the entroids from eah other.
The maximum distane from where the CHU an distinguish all the LEDs
of one panel, when viewing from the panels normal, an be estimated based
on the previous mentioned pinhole representation of the CHU
1
, the knowledge
1
Illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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that the losest plaed LEDs
2
on a given panel equals LEDMin = 0.1m and
that the µASC needs a separation of minimum 3 pixels in between entroids.
Using Equation 4.1 for the pinhole amera model, the maximum detetion
distane an be estimated by the following expression:
ZMax =
EFL
3 · pH · LEDMin =
20 · 10−3m
3 · 8.3 · 10−6m · 0.1m ≈ 80m (5.1)
where:
ZMax: desribes the maximum detetable distane between Main and Target.
EFL: desribes the eetive foal length of the amera, standard value for a
CHU is 20 · 10−3m.
pH : desribes the physial pixel height on the CCD.
This gives that the upper detetion distane, ZMax, is ontrolled by the
geometrial approah, where as the SNR approah has a margin > 20m for
the light onditions.
Inner detetion limit:
The inner detetion limit for the SR-oop mode is onned by the fat that
a minimum of four oplanar LEDs
3
needs to be in the FOV of the CHU.
From the LED plaement model, given in Setion 3.1.6, it is known that
the largest distane between oplanar LEDs for any given panel is given as
LEDMax = 0.7m.
Using the pinhole representation of the CHU, the minimum distane be-
tween Main and Target an be approximated, viewing any given Target panel.
ZMin =
EFL
CCDW
· LEDMax = 20 · 10
−3m
6.502 · 10−3m · 0.7m ≈ 2.15m (5.2)
where:
ZMin: desribes the minimum detetable distane between Main and Target
for any given panel.
CCDW : desribes the physial width of the CCD sensor area.
Due to the fat that proximity and doking maneuvers are desired for the
PRISMA test platform, one panel of the Target satellite has been equipped
with a Doking Pattern onsisting of ve LEDs plaed in lose proximity. This
Doking Pattern is plaed on the −Y panel of Target and has a maximum
LED distane of: LEDDockMax = 0.13m, whih gives an approximation of the
minimum detetable distane expressed by:
2
The losest LED distane exlude the doking pattern on panel −Y . LED plaement
on Target is disussed in Setion 3.1.6.
3
The four oplanar LEDs are limited by the P4P-problem desribed in Setion 5.1.
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ZDockMin =
EFL
CCDW
· LEDDockMax = 20 · 10
−3m
6.502 · 10−3m · 0.13m ≈ 0.40m (5.3)
where:
ZDockMin: desribes the minimum detetable distane between Main and Tar-
get for any given panel.
Implemented shutter desribed in Setion 3.2.1 and implemented lens sys-
tem for the SR CHU desribed in Setion 3.2.2 have enabled a great dynami
range for the SR-oop mode, enabling a lear and forthright detetion of the
Doking Pattern even at the losest distane whih physially an be obtained
between the satellites.
5.2 Implementation
5.2.1 Short Range Algorithms
[Benn2007℄ disusses whih solution method for determining pose and position
is most eient for the PRISMA Short Range senario, utilizing the µASC
instrument.
The hosen method is based on solution of the Perspetive-4-Point (P4P)
Problem, whih take advantage of the fat that only one perspetive solution is
present for four oplanar, non-ollinear points, when observed from one single
position in the R
3
environment. This representation is similar to that of a
amera system.
The P4P problem an be solved using a geometri model based on volume
alulations of the four tetrahedra dened by the Camera Center, CC , and
three of the four points [Abidi1990℄. Taking the previously disussed pinhole
projetion from Setion 4.1 into onsideration, the projetion of four points,
Pi for i = 1..4, are as desribed in Figure 5.4 where the points on the CCD
are desribed by P ′i , assuming that the projeted points have been orreted
for lens distortion. The CC indiates the enter of the amera and f desribes
the foal length.
The solution method of the P4P-problem used by the VBS system is pre-
sented in Appendix F. Here is desribed how the x, y, z positions in R3 of the
projeted points, based on a minimum of inputs.
The inputs for the P4P method is
• s12, s13, s14, s23, s24, s34, where sij desribes the distane from Pi to Pj
• P ′1, P ′2, P ′3, P ′4, desribing the xy-oordinates of the deteted projetions
given in CCD oordinates.
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Figure 5.4. Denition of pinhole projetion of four points
Based on this input the P4P method returns the xyz-oordinates P1, P2, P3, P4
together with a preision estimate based on the variane, σ2, of the dierent
distane alulations for
−−−→
CCP1.
If the noise preision estimate is aeptable, the Rotation and Translation
desription of the plane of the points an be determined based on geometrial
approahes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5. Mapping between frames performed by a translation and rotations.
The presented P4P solution method presented in Appendix F assumes that
the referene between the projeted points and whih point is projeted are
known beforehand.
Sine the sequene of the four hosen entroids is undened, the relations be-
tween the projeted points and the LEDs are unknown. This gives 4! = 24
ombination possibilities, but by assigning the LEDs in a ounterlokwise di-
retion, the ombination possibilities has been redued to four. The assignment
of the LEDs is further desribed in Setion 3.1.6. Therefore, the appliation
has been designed to solve the P4P problem four times for eah possible om-
bination.
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The entroid seletion and LED interlinking have diret relation to the
performane optimization of solving the P4P-problem. This is diretly seen
if all possible ombinations have to be analyzed. For example, if 12 feature
points are deteted and 4 feature points have to be seleted, the following
number of ombinations are possible:
C(n, r) =
(
n
r
)
=
n!
r! · (n− r)! =
12!
4! · (12− 4)! = 495 (5.4)
From these ombination possibilities of seletion of four points, an ad-
ditional four is possible using a lokwise, mean-entered seletion method,
resulting in 495 ·4 = 1980 possible ombinations for only mathing of one side.
Therefore, a solution has been implemented whih performs a greedy sort-
ing of the entroids before alling the P4P solution method, when numerous
entroids are deteted. The following sorting methods has been used, based
on the fat that ve LEDs are present on eah panel, with additional ve on
the −Y -panel in the form of the Doking Pattern:
Nearest Neighbor: When entroids from two panels of the Target satellite
are visible for the VBS amera, then hoosing a entroid in the perimeter
and selet the four nearest neighbors will have the ability to split up the
entroids to their respetive panels.
Angle around Mean Point: When entroids from three panels of the Tar-
get satellite are visible for the VBS amera, then by rotating around
the Mean Point of the entroids, seleting ve onsequent entroids at
a time, will likewise have the ability to split up the entroids to their
respetive panels.
Distane from Mean Point: The last routine is based on the fat that −Y -
panel of Target has the Doking Pattern in plae. Centroids representing
this panel an be separated from the remaining LEDs, by sorting the
entroids based on their distane from the Mean Point of the entroids.
Using these proedures, running the P4P-method based on many infea-
sible ombinations have been avoided. By hoosing ve entroids at a time
and running the P4P-method based on these has redued the exeution time
enormously.
The three mentioned methods also use the fat that only four entroids
out of the ve hosen needs to relate to o-planar LEDs in order for the P4P-
method to estimate a solution.
Through vigorous testing of the SR-Coop system, this greedy sorting ap-
proah has showed that the VBS algorithm is able to determine the Pose and
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Position of the Target satellite independently of the viewing angle. The so-
lution an even be given when glints are deteted from the Target satellite,
whih is realisti for the given senario.
Due to the fat that greedy sorting method 1 and 2 has one sorting for eah
of the deteted entroids, the number of possible ombinations are limited to:
C(n, 4) = n · 5!
4! · (5− 4)! = n · 5 (5.5)
3rd greedy sorting method is limited by the inner and outer boundaries,
giving that the number of possible ombinations are limited to:
C(n, 4) = (n− 4) · 5!
4! · (5− 4)! = (n− 4) · 5 (5.6)
5.2.2 Solution Fitting
The solution based on the disussed P4P method is very suseptible to even
small noise variations from the entroids, and are usually only based on a
minimum number of total deteted entroids. Therefore, the P4P solution
is only used as an initial guess for Pose and Position determination, denoted
"Lost In Spae" for the VBS system.
By subsequently tting the P4P solution to a minimum error of the system,
the 6 degrees-of-freedom an be determined based on all available entroid
information.
This is performed by bak-projeting the LED-model onto the CCD for the
urrent Pose and Position, and thereby iteratively rotate the Target satellite
to the minimum error t in its 6DoF.
In order to perform the best tting of Pose and Position, optimization and
data tting methods has been investigated.
In general for optimization and data tting routines applies that dierent
properties of the funtion for optimization are needed [Noedal2006, Madsen2008℄.
These inludes: The Jaobian, whih desribes the rst order derivatives, and
the Hessian, whih desribes the seond order derivatives. When the deriva-
tives an not be desribed based on a funtion, they an be estimated by
multiple funtion evaluations.
This approah is not diretly appliable for the Target tting, simply due to
the fat that the funtion that needs to be optimized will hange dramatially
in between eah exeution, and be unique for eah given senario. The hanges
are inuened by the number of linked LEDs and entroids, whereas several
funtion evaluations are needed to desribe the funtion properties before a
minimization an be estimated.
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A simpler approah is taken based on the knowledge of the tting behavior
for the present senario. Namely, that eah of the 6DoF elements will behave
as a parabola t due to the method used for residual alulation.
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Figure 5.6. Fitting of the Target translation along the x-axis of the SR CHU
oordinate frame.
In Figure 5.6 is illustrated how the tting of the position along one axis
an be estimated by tting a quadrati funtion to this. Additionally, the VBS
system determines the tting using only three points of the system in order
to minimize the alulation time, where these three points are illustrated as
'fitbase'.
Optimization of all 6DoF of the Target Pose and Position, and the reliane
of the implementation in the SR-Coop VBS method is desribed in greater
details in Appendix G.
The implemented iterative tting method uses three general stop onditions
in order to determine optimized tting and not to exeed its exeution slot:
• Error: The residual error is at a tolerated minimum level.
• Convergeny: The tting solution is not onverging any longer.
• Iterations: A maximum number of iteration runs have been reahed.
At any subsequent exeution of the SR-Coop funtion where a previous so-
lution is available, this tting method is used diretly on the deteted entroids
versus the bak-projeted LEDs for the Target spaeraft, whih has inluded
any drifting information. Sueeding will provide a solution fast, whereas a t-
ting failure will trigger the "Lost In Spae" P4P method whih requires longer
exeution time.
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5.2.3 Short Range on µASC
Implementation of the VBS SR-Coop algorithms and methods into the µASC
system has inluded a mode swithing ontrol based on both available input
information and output from eah submode.
The main mode for the SR CHU is the SR-Coop mode in ooperative
exeution of Target, and SR-Nonoop mode when Target is not providing
feature points.
SR Coop
algorithm
Main mode Fall-back mode
SR Non-coop
algorithm
IR
algorithmSR CHU Image Return TM
Figure 5.7. Mode diagram for the Short Range CHU.
Common for the two modes is the determination of all 6DoF of Target
relative to the SR CHU. Though, if they fail to provide a solution, the IR
mode is used as a fallbak mode, providing pointing diretion only.
This mode swithing struture is illustrated in Figure 5.7 and is disussed
in details in Setion 6.2
Figure 5.8 illustrates the dataow through the implemented SR-Coop mode
of the VBS system. It is seen that the iterative tting method is alled rst
if any previous solution is available for the Target Pose and Position. If the
tting fails or the previous data is unavailable, the "Lost In Spae" routine is
alled.
The total output information from the µASC during SR-Coop VBS mode
is as desribed in Figure 2.6.
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5.2.4 Shutter vs. LED Synhronization
The ooperative Short Range mode of the VBS system is dependent on dete-
tion of the LEDs plaed on the Target spaeraft. As desribed in Setion 3.1,
the LEDs are pulsed-powered at a ertain interval. This LED system on the
Target S/C and the amera system on the Main S/C needs to be synhronized
in order for the amera to apture the light emitted from the LED during the
pulse period.
The two PRISMA satellites both omprise GPS instruments
4
, whih are
apable of delivering a Pulse-Per-Seond (PPS) signal that runs synhronous
on both satellites.
The µASC instrument has the funtionality of synhronizing the enter of
integration (COI) with a PPS pulse provided to it. Furthermore, the COI an
be plaed at any point in between two PPS pulses with a resolution of 1/65536
se. Sine the amera is ontinuously adjusting its integration time based on
the inoming light, it needs to be synhronized with the LED pulsing. Basing
the LED pulsing on the PPS signal will enable this synhronization between
the two systems, and thereby realize that the amera integration period is
lying within the time period where the LED is powered on.
The integration time of the amera is set to synhronize with the PPS
pulse, suh that the end-of-integration (EOI) is xed in relation to the PPS
pulse. For the PRISMA mission the LED pulse length is set to 5.0ms, meaning
that the EOI is plaed at PPS + TLED. In Figure 5.9 is illustrated how the
LED pulsing is synhronized to the PPS pulse and where the EOI is plaed.
The EOI has to our while the LEDs are still in full power. Therefore,
the LED pulse has to be equal to or longer than the EOI. The shutter settings
are ontrolled by the Automati Gain Control (AGC) in the µDPU, disussed
in Setion 3.2.1.
During a software upload ampaign at SSC in Stokholm, the PPS pulses
vs. the LED pulsing were measured in order to verify the relation, LED pulse
length and the amount of light emitted from the LEDs. The measurements
from the ampaign are presented in Appendix H.
The ampaign showed that the PPS signal on Main ontrolling the µASC
and the PPS signal on Target ontrolling the LEDs was drifting up to 1ms
in dierene on the Flight Models. Furthermore, the LED pulse length had a
variane of (−1.0/+0.0ms) from the programmable value. This gave a timing
sequene as illustrated in Figure 5.10.
Sine the minimum integration period of the amera an be set as low
as 1us, it is essential that the LED pulse is ON all the way down to end-
4
The GPS instruments are part of the DLR ontribution to the PRISMA mission
[Eberhard2007℄.
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Figure 5.9. Plaement of end-of-integration in relation to the PPS pulse.
Figure 5.10. True PPS and LED timing between Main PPS signal and Target
LED pulsing, as measured on FM.
of-integration. Otherwise, the inoming light is not linearly saled and the
amera AGC will not funtion as intended.
Based on the measurements performed at the ampaign, the requirements
for the LED pulsing has been hanged from having a minimum LED pulse
length of 5ms to have a minimum of 4ms. The AGC and shutter ontrol of
the VBS system has therefore been adapted to the following requirements: The
LED pulse is to start at PPS(−0.0/+1.0ms) and end at PPS+4.00ms(−0.00/+
1.0ms). Compliane with these requirements has ensured orret AGC fun-
tionality with respet to apturing the emitted light from the LEDs.
In Setion 5.1 it is onluded that the geometri restritions of entroid
separations sets the upper limit of the SR-oop operation envelope. This still
holds true with the redution in the deteted light, in form of the shorter
pulse length, and has been veried using the performane analysis given in
[Joergensen2008℄.
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5.3 Veriation of SR-Coop Mode
Figure 5.11. Dolly test benh for Short Range ooperative mode.
Development of the Short Range algorithms has had main fous on the
ooperative mode, where Target provides feature points using a LED system.
This subsetion will disuss the test and veriation of the Short Range oop-
erative mode.
In order to verify the Short Range ooperative algorithms, the VBS system
has been tested in dierent ight-like senarios. This inludes using both the
EM VBS system on the target mokup as well as the FM system on the Main
and Target satellites in maneuverable laboratory ongurations.
5.3.1 Noise Charaterization
During development of the VBS system and its algorithms the EM Short Range
CHU and the Target mokup model were used. Figure 5.11 shows the Target
mokup on its rotating stand and the SR CHU on the linear guided dolly.
This setup has been used in order to verify that the SR ooperative mode is
funtioning as expeted for a wide range of senarios, showing the systems
apabilities and veriations of algorithm adjustments.
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Furthermore, the setup has been used in order to desribe the noise har-
ateristis of the SR ooperative mode. By providing VBS position solutions
at dierent xed distanes and on a stable Target, the x-, y- and z-position
values given in Figure 5.12 and the yaw, pith and roll orientation values given
in Figure 5.13 are outputted by the VBS. The VBS system gave a valid solu-
tion at all the tested distanes, and it is seen that the noise inreases as the
distane inreases.
The standard deviation of the noise gures an be approximated with an
exponential rising funtion, given in the form of aebx. The noise distribution of
the z-position is approximately 10 times larger than the noise distribution for
both the x- and y-positions, whih orrespond to the theoretially apabilities
of the µASC system.
At lose-up between Main and Target the noise distribution is not diretly
exponential inreasing. This is due to the fat that at lose distanes dierent
optial eets our in the system, introdued from both the CHU lens, the
LED lens et al. Further investigations of this eet is planned in order to map
the lose distane noise harateristis.
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Figure 5.12. Noise in VBS determined position of Target Mok-up. Mea-
surements have been plotted as dierene from the mean value for eah
distane. The numbers desribes the value of the standard deviation at the
given distane. The exponential t is based on the standard deviation val-
ues for eah of the measured distanes. Note that the sale for "Z position"
is ∼10 times that of "X-" and "Y position".
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Figure 5.13. Noise in VBS determined orientation of Target Mok-up. Mea-
surements have been plotted as dierene from the mean value for eah
distane. The numbers desribes the value of the standard deviation at the
given distane. The exponential t is based on the standard deviation values
for eah of the measured distanes.
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Due to the fat that the VBS system, the µASC AGC ontrol and the
µASC entroiding algorithms have been ontinuously improved during the de-
velopment and veriation phase of the VBS, the noise harateristis have
hanged as well. The latest noise harateristis of the Short Range Cooper-
ative mode have been performed on the Target mok-up with similar settings
as just disussed, though with fous on viewing angle of the Target spaeraft
and the dierene in wide and narrow panels of Target. These measurements
have lead to the release of [Benn2010a℄ and is presented in Appendix I.
The four Target rotation positions used during the measurements are il-
lustrated in Figure 5.14, where eah of these positions were measured at four
dierent distanes, approximately given as 5.2m, 8.2m, 11.2m and 15.2m.
Figure 5.14. Target rotation positions as dened by the Target referene
frame. Rotation positions used are 0◦, 22.5◦, 45◦ and 90◦, respetively.
Based on the presented measurements in Appendix I, the standard devia-
tion values for eah of the dierent measured positions are given in Table 5.1.
It is seen that the noise distribution of the normal view on +Y panel (0◦) is
notably greater than for the other measured panel views. It is believed that
this eet is due to a ombination of the narrow spaing between the LEDs
and the inuene of entroiding noise when viewing from normal. Similar ef-
fet is for example not seen at same level when viewing the +Z panel from its
normal, nor seen when +Y panel is slightly slanted.
Not all the plotted standard deviations in Appendix I follow the expo-
nential growing as would be expeted. It is believed that several additional
measurements are needed in order to make a learer assumption on suh a
distribution of all the standard deviations.
It has to be noted that ross orrelation between the position values and
the pose values have been observed for a main part of the measurements and
an give an inrease in the standard deviation results.
During software integration on the FM satellites the inluded testing of the
VBS system showed a lear relation in between pose and position. This orre-
lation our when a panel is normal to the CHU boresight, and dependent on
the orientation a position value orresponds to a respetive angle value in pose.
This eet is illustrated in Figure 5.15 whih displays the VBS results when
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Ori Dist PosX PosY PosZ Yaw Pith Roll
[mm℄ [mm℄ [mm℄ ["℄ ["℄ ["℄
0
◦
Dist1 0,763 0,728 0,815 10,783 530,432 507,062
Dist2 2,396 2,269 3,947 29,858 1414,285 1659,188
Dist3 2,875 2,444 9,557 55,547 1752,901 1969,919
Dist4 2,648 2,744 16,341 40,476 1963,994 1768,507
22.5
◦
Dist1 0,236 0,759 0,845 15,582 434,924 147,047
Dist2 0,724 0,735 1,133 22,243 513,676 475,110
Dist3 0,363 0,680 2,463 17,018 438,005 231,292
Dist4 0,605 1,241 4,097 20,837 835,524 391,715
45
◦
Dist1 0,044 0,097 0,473 43,601 39,123 43,384
Dist2 0,051 0,068 0,691 17,389 47,301 36,376
Dist3 0,130 0,107 1,786 31,160 139,614 67,345
Dist4 0,082 0,220 4,202 31,569 117,874 54,536
90
◦
Dist1 0,346 0,226 0,614 10,918 171,195 230,341
Dist2 0,745 0,720 0,666 16,299 459,545 489,119
Dist3 1,196 0,846 2,241 41,938 551,414 803,172
Dist4 1,457 1,371 2,306 37,838 928,311 940,587
Table 5.1. Standard deviation values for the dierent measurement positions.
having the +Y panel normal to the amera, where the x-position orresponds
to q2 and the y-position orresponds to -q1.
The Pose and Position relation is mainly due to the fat that the Target o-
ordinate referene point is plaed on the outside of the satellite, away from the
optial enter and the enter of gravity. This leads to false noise harateristis
if Pose and Position is not orrelated to eah other.
5.3.2 LED Model
In order for the SR ooperative mode to funtion optimally, a orret model
desribing the LED plaements on Target is ruial. The urrent model is
based on the desriptive STEP le for LED plaement as starting point, and
has been reworked based on measurements performed using the Flight VBS
system. A number of ampaigns have shown an inomplete LED model, though
improving the performane, panel overlapping and loking apabilities of the
VBS system from time to time.
During the last software upload to the PRISMA FM
5
, the latest LED model
was uploaded to the VBS system of the Main satellite and tested with the
Target satellite in FOV, enabling full test of the FM VBS. The Target satellite
was rotated around one axis while the VBS system provided solutions, from
5
Test report for nal FM software upload is given in Appendix J
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Figure 5.15. Example of orrelation between Pose and Position.
where all entroids deteted during the rotation are illustrated in Figure 5.16
given in CCD oordinates for x and y respetively.
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Figure 5.16. Deteted entroids during full rotation.
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The VBS output during this rotation is illustrated in Figure 5.17 and 5.18.
During the measurements it was observed that using newest alibrated LED
model, the mapping between panel −Y → +X and +X → +Y went smoother
ompared to previous models, while the mapping between panel +Y → −X
and −X → −Y were uneven and provided noisy results. This indiates that
the -X panel is not orretly aligned to the other panels in the used LED
model. The newest model suers from the fat that the measurements used for
building it was taken while there were issues with orret PPS synhronization
and an unstable AGC shutter ontrol. New measurements with a nal stable
and syned system were taken during the last ampaign, and will be used in
orrelation with the Early Harvest phase of the satellite mission to optimize
the next LED model for release. This issue is disussed further in Chapter 7
regarding the rst in-ight experiene of the PRISMA VBS system.
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Figure 5.17. Target Position of the VBS output at rotation of Target.
5.3.3 Exeeding Edge
The Short Range ooperative mode is apable of determining the pose and
position even when part of Target exeeds the FOV. The requirement for
aquiring a VBS solution in this senario is that at least four o-planar LEDs
are in FOV of the SR CHU.
Information regarding VBS solutions based on exeeding edge of the FOV
is agged in the VBS TM pakage. Veriation of Exeeding Edge solutions
have been veried on the FM VBS system as desribed in the test report given
in Appendix J.
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Figure 5.18. Target Pose of the VBS output at rotation of Target.
The test sequene onsisted of having full Target in FOV showing that the
Exeeding Edge ag was not set. Thereafter the SR CHU was blinded, foring
it out of lok, and the Target satellite moved to a position where at least
one LED is out of the FOV of the SR CHU. The blinding over was thereby
removed, and it was observed that a solution was aquired as soon as the
AGC levels had adjusted, and that the Exeeding Edge ag was orretly set.
The entroids taken during the test setup is illustrated in Figure 5.19, where
the blue entroids indiate invalid VBS solutions, green entroids indiate valid
VBS solution without Exeeding Edge ag and the red entroids indiate valid
VBS solution with the Exeeding Edge ag.
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Figure 5.19. X- and Y-oordinates of deteted entroids during test of Exeed-
ing Edge ag. Blue = invalid VBS solution, Green = valid VBS solution
and no ag, Red = valid VBS solution and ag.
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5.3.4 Target Photometri Validation
In order to enable the great dynami distane of the visual system an eletrial
shutter ontrol has been implemented in the VBS CHUs. Design and validation
of the shutter ontrol and synhronization are disussed in Chapter 3, where
the photometri validation has been performed on the LED lens and diode level
in omparison with the CHU lens system. As disussed, the lens of the SR CHU
has been optimized for transmission of the wavelength of the LED, utting o
a signiant part of the suns spetrum. The desired transmission prole of the
lens has been veried using a spetrometer, mapping the transmission prole
of the lens from varying wavelengths.
Furthermore, the LED system has been analyzed for the radiation prole
as well as its radiated spetrum in relation to temperature hanges.
In order to verify the designed Signal-to-Noise ratio for the lens and LED
system, the EM system and Target mokup was tested in brought daylight.
Figure 5.20 illustrates the view from the SR CHU of the Target mokup with
the LEDs on. The SNR level learly enables detetion of the LED points,
enabling the VBS system to ome up with a solution for the urrent setup.
Due to heavy wind, no noise performane haraterization was onduted
on the daylight test setup. This is desired information and is disussed further
in Chapter 8.1.
The shutter implementation and doking maneuvers onwards Target has
likewise been tested for. Setion 5.1.1 desribes the distane limitations based
on the Doking Pattern on the −Y panel on Target whih gives a minimum
distane of ZDockMin ≈ 0.40m between Target and CC of the CHU. This dis-
tane is smaller than what is physially possible between the satellites due to
antennas and gauges mounted on their body frame.
During a test ampaign at SSC the FM satellites were plaed in lose prox-
imity with learing for maneuverability in order to alibrate the Doking Panel
LEDs. The images aptured during the ampaign is presented in Appendix
K and veries that the VBS system is apable of deteting the LEDs in lose
proximity and, from this, determine Pose and Position of Target.
From the images the interlaed operation of the CCD is learly illustrated
on the blinking LEDs, as well as the extended enter LED and how the Cirle
of Confusion is desribed when an LED is loser than the fous point of the
amera system.
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Figure 5.20. Brought daylight test of LED system and Short Range CHU.
Image inverted for ease of view.
5.4 Summary
The senario of the Short Range Cooperative mode has been outlined and an-
alyzed in order to dene the design parameters of the mode. Furthermore, the
implementation of the mode behavior into the µASC VBS system has been de-
sribed, followed by the veriation methods, performane analysis and noise
behavior of the VBS output data.
The implemented SR-Coop VBS mode has shown reliable and robust a-
pabilities for a line of dierent senarios, following the theoretial assumptions
made during the design phase.
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Chapter 6
Mode Swithing
From Chapter 4 and 5 it is known that the VBS system provides dierent Tar-
get solution information based on the VBS mode. The Far- and Intermediate
Range modes will provide information about the pointing diretion towards the
Target spaeraft, whereas the Short Range Mode will provide both pose and
position information of the Target spaeraft. Sine the VBS system has to
over the range from a Mv7 star down to lose-up, the solution information
has to overlap when swithing from one mode to another.
Based on the knowledge of the dierent modes and their apabilities in
various senarios a set of mode swithing rules has been designed. Running
the VBS system based on the designed set of rules provides autonomous mode
swithing and ontrol, produing smooth transition in between eah of the over-
lapping modes.
This hapter will desribe the design of the mode transition rules and
present test results proong orret mode swithing behavior, resulting in a
stable VBS system providing high preision pointing or pose and position in-
formation of a Target spaeraft in the entire transition range.
6.1 Far ↔ Intermediate Range
Based on the FR and IR mode desriptions, given in Chapter 4, an expeted
mode-swithing behavior an be realized. The FR CHU will run in both FR
mode and IR mode dependent on the given senario between Main and Target,
and therefore needs to handle the swithing in between FR and IR mode. For
the FR↔IR mode swithing ase two main dierent senarios are available,
namely going from FR to IR mode and going from IR to FR mode.
For both the FR and IR mode goes that the automati gain and shut-
ter ontrol of the VBS CHUs needs time to settle whenever the lightning in
the senario hanges. It is therefore given that the worst-ase for the FR-IR
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swithing will be when moving from an Mv7 star to a BBO objet from one
frame to another. It is therefore desired to realize suh a senario in order to
analyze the performane of the VBS system.
6.1.1 Test Setup
In order to exeute the FR mode, the startraker system needs to determine
the attitude based on the deteted entroids in the CHU image. Therefore, the
test setup inludes viewing of the starry sky while an interjeted light soure
behave as the Target spaeraft. The imitated Target needs to be ontrollable
both in luminosity and movement veloity, and is therefore realized using a
LED on a blak-overed linear guider. Having the boresight of the FR CHU
pointing upwards and the linear guider plaed over it, the FR CHU is able to
detet the LED while having the starry sky in the bakground.
This test setup is the same used for validating the FR mode as desribed
in Setion 4.3.2, and the setup is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Figure 6.1. View from the FR CHU. Image is inverted and enhaned for
printing.
The linear guider is set to move with an average speed of 300-350 "/s
relative to the CHU in a planar motion over the CCD. This rate is realisti to
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what is enountered in spae on most 3axis stabilized satellites in Low Earth
Orbit [Benn2007℄. The view from the FR CHU is imaged in Figure 6.1 where
the linear guider, the LED and the starry bakground is seen.
The LED is powered suh that it varies from an Mv7 star to a BBO in
pulses. For this test the LED is powered high two times with a pulse length
of 10 seonds. First pulse at T=100s and next at T=136s.
6.1.2 Results
Figure 6.2 shows all the non-stellar objet entroids traked by the VBS sys-
tem. Furthermore, the linked entroids pin-pointed by the VBS system are
illustrated both for FR mode and IR mode. Figure 6.3 illustrates the CCD
oordinates of these linked entroids in the plane of the CCD, again both for
FR and IR mode.
It is seen that the traking of the orret objet is resumed only two to four
image frames after the gain and shutter levels has settled and where the stars
have beome visible again. This shows that the automati gain and shutter
ontrol fast and reliably settles on a new stable level after being blinded, and
thereby re-enables traking of the Target spaeraft.
The linking is operating as designed sine going from FR to IR holds trak
of the entroids while going from IR to FR (powering down the LED) fores
the gain and shutter ontrol to stabilize before any objets an be deteted
again. Four to ve frames are taken before the levels are settled.
Furthermore, the lowest level of the LED lies on the detetion limit for the
CCD. This is seen when the link is lost, ausing interruptions in the linking
when running in FR mode. The VBS system though re-links as soon as the
LED is deteted and the noise level is still within the trak history toleranes.
Additionally to the real-sky veriation of the mode swithing, the Pharos
Module has been used for laboratory testing enabling easier test setup and
extended ontrollability for determining mode swithing behavior during algo-
rithm development. The Pharos module is desribed in Setion 4.3.1.
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Figure 6.2. Deteted and linked entroids in the time domain.
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Figure 6.3. Links found in FR and IR mode, respetively.
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6.2 Intermediate ↔ Short Range
Similar mode swithing has been tested for when going from the SR to IR
mode and bak again. This swithing involves only the SR CHU, whih is able
to determine Target pose and position in SR mode. It is known that the SR
Cooperative submode is the mode whih needs to be the high reliability mode
for the PRISMA mission. Therefore, this ooperative VBS mode is subjet to
the mode-swithing test.
The SR CHU naturally establishes a strong x onto the deteted LEDs
on the Target spaeraft when running the SR-ooperative mode. Due to this
fat the solution has to be fored away from the true solution by reating a
very bright BBO, whih will fore the gain and shutter values to re-adjust.
Due to the fat that it is near impossible to provide a BBO objet exatly in
the origo of the Target referene frame, the two solutions will dier depending
on whih mode are the ative. Therefore, this test will illustrate the settle
time and the pose and position determination rex when swithing mode.
6.2.1 Test Setup
Figure 6.4. Test setup for the SR-IR swithing.
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The test setup onsists of a SR CHU with the ooperative Target spaeraft
in eld of view. In order to reate the BBO, an LED is used again and plaed
in lose proximity of the CHU in order to generate a signal muh stronger than
the Target LEDs. This test setup is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
During the test the LED used for reating the BBO is pulsed three times,
and is held high for eah pulse until the gain and shutter levels have re-adjusted
to the BBO reated.
6.2.2 Results
Figure 6.5 shows the view from the CHU when the BBO LED has just been
powered on and before the gain and shutter levels have started adjusting. It
is seen that lens ares and vertial CCD overblooming is present whih an
lead to impreise entering of the BBO until the gain and shutter ontrol
removes these unwanted eets. The red arrows show the LEDs on Target and
illustrates where the Target satellite is plaed in relation to the BBO.
Figure 6.5. View from SR CHU diretly after powering on the blinding LED.
The red arrows illustrate the ve visible LEDs on the Target spaeraft.
The output of the VBS system is illustrated in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7
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given in Right Asension and Delination values in the CHU referene system,
assuming an attitude pointing of q = [0, 0, 0, 1] during testing.
It is seen that the swith going from SR to IR has a lok diretly on to
the new Target from frame to frame. The new lok drifts while the gain and
shutter values re-adjust, but this was to expet by seeing the blooming level
of the BBO shown in Figure 6.5.
Additionally, for the swith going from IR to SR the Target LEDs are not
visible due to the fat that the gain and shutter ontrol needs to re-adjust
for the intensity. As soon as the intensity levels of the LEDs are detetable
again a solution is provided by the VBS system. This transition takes about
10 frames for the gain and shutter ontrol to adjust.
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Figure 6.6. R.A. given in VBS outputs when swithing between SR and IR.
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lination given in VBS outputs when swit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6.3 Summary
It has been shown that the implementation of the Vision Based Sensor system
onto the generi µASC instrument is able to determine the pointing or pose
and position for a Target satellite for a rendezvous and doking mission. This
has been shown by having the system exposed to senarios similar to the three
dierent main modes, namely Short Range, Intermediate Range and Far Range
mode.
By hanging the dierent senarios in worst-ase manner has shown how
the VBS system orretly hanges the respetive mode in order to enable
solution determination, and that the orret solution is obtained in the dierent
modes. The transitions between the dierent modes are learly dependent
on the settling time of the gain and shutter ontrol, though the used worst-
ase senarios has shown that the solutions will provide smooth transitions
in between modes sine the determined solution was orret at eah mode.
The parameters for the gain and shutter ontrol are adjustable, and will be
optimized in-ight during the mission based on how the system reats with
the urrent parameter settings.
The desribed FR↔IR and IR↔SR mode swithes are revisited in Setion
7.5 regarding in-ight experiene with the VBS instrument.
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Chapter 7
In-ight Experiene
The PRISMA satellites were launhed June 15
th
2010 with the VBS system
integrated. After a suessful ommissioning phase the mission entered the
operational phase, inluding initiation of the VBS system. This hapter will
desribe the rst initial alibration steps and disuss the performane analysis
for eah mode based on the data olleted during Early Harvest for the VBS.
Due to the fat that inight VBS data is aquired ontinuously during writing,
analyzed data is partly inluded as Appendies in order to keep this hapter
exible.
7.1 AGC/Shutter Settings
The performane of optial systems for spaeight are diult to fully ver-
ify using on-ground test-benhes. This is due to the fat that realisti sun-
simulators are needed for having the full spetrum and the orret power per
square-meter. Optial systems are therefore often only partly veried, where
the full performanes are theoretially outlined.
The VBS system of PRISMA is reliant on detetion of Target in a broad
range of dierent senarios. Therefore, the performane of the VBS amera
and lens systems is essential and is veried as an initial stage of ativating the
VBS system.
This setion will desribe the "First Light" images of the inight optial
veriation and needed AGC tunings for the two dierent VBS CHUs.
7.1.1 First Light from FR CHU
The Far Range CHU of the VBS system is apable of funtioning as a standard
startraker CHU due to its minimal design hanges from the standard. Due to
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this fat, the optial system of the FR CHU was veried before the initiation
of the VBS system.
Figure 7.1. First Light from the Far Range CHU. Target is the brightest
objet in the bottom of the photo and the extended objet is a ross-passing
orbiting satellite. Earth is at the right (+X diretion) for the FR CHU.
The "First Light" image aptured by the FR CHU is depited in Figure
7.1, with boresight pointing towards orbit trajetory while hasing Target. A
sequene of images were aptured from where it is known that Target is the
bright objet in the bottom of the image. In the sequene, Target is moving
in an elliptial shape in the image eld, due to the dierene in the orbit
trajetories of Main and Target.
Additionally illustrated in Figure 7.1 is a distint seondary non-stellar
objet passing in the FOV. Based on the interlaing eet the objet speed is
approximated to ∼ 10 ·103"/s relative to the CHU pointing. This objet moves
faster than what is aepted by the FR mode, whih is disussed in details in
Setion 7.2 for similar ross-passing objets.
The automati shutter ontrol of the VBS CHUs are ativated as soon as
the µASC is ommanded into VBS mode. Based on image properties and
visible features the shutter time is set aordingly. In Figure 7.2 is illustrated
the automati shutter ontrol in funtion while Target pointing. The urrent
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Figure 7.2. Shutter time variations for the FR CHU inluding moving average
of the ±250 samples. The moon is parsing through FOV at T≈3100s and
T≈8900s.
orbit trajetory featured that the moon entered the FOV, for whih the shutter
orretly readjusts at T ≈ 3100s and T ≈ 8900s.
The low frequeny osillation, illustrated by the moving average, follows the
luminosity of Target depending on the sun-pointing angle
1
and learly shows
the variations over an orbit. The high-frequeny osillations are believed to
be aused by instabilities in the shutter ontrol and the PPS synhronization
pulses, and is under investigation.
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Figure 7.3. Image segment for AGC setting 20 from inverted image
IMC_967387390.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
During the Early Harvest phase the parameters for the AGC and the shut-
ter ontrol were adjusted in order to determine the optimal settings for Target
detetion. This proedure is presented in Appendix L, Setion L.1, from where
1
Aording to Target desription in Setion 1.2.1 the attitude pointing of Target is stable
down to ±10◦
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the result is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
It was asertained that the halo eet of Target reetions in the lens
system should be avoided in order to enable determination of Target only. Ad-
ditionally, the AGC settings should still allow star detetion. Based on these
two fats the nal AGC and shutter parameters were set in aordane with
the information given in Figure 7.3, with an addition of inreasing the entroid
detetion threshold suh that the halo eet was removed whih is seen as pixel
values up to 100 in the illustrated histogram.
Based on the First Light image sequene for the FR CHU, i.a. Figure 7.1
and Figure L.7, Edge Stray detetion of the inow of light from the Sun and
reetions from the Earth aused problems by adding an arbitrary big-bright-
objet in the image eld. The root ause for this event is due to shortened
baes for the two VBS CHUs mounted on PRISMA.
The Edge Stray BBO aused the FR mode to malfuntion and is disussed
in details in Setion 7.2. An Edge Stray removal ltering has therefore been
implemented in the µASC image proessing before feeding entroid information
to the VBS algorithms.
7.1.2 First Light from SR CHU
The First Light image sequene from the Short Range CHU demonstrated
aeptable performane of the AGC and shutter ontrol utilizing the standard
ight parameters. One of these images is depited in Figure 7.4 where the
Target satellite is aptured at a distane of ∼ 30m to Main, with the Earth and
louds as bakground. The image learly illustrates the distint appearane
of the LED feature points ompared with the overall noisy bakground, from
where the Short Range Cooperative mode was able to provide VBS solutions.
This senario is disussed further in Setion 7.4.
Even though the AGC and shutter values for the SR CHU seemed reason-
able in the First Light series of images, loser operations showed diulties
for LED sreening when the solar panel was visible for the amera. This eet
is illustrated in Figure 7.5 depiting a region-of-interest image of Target, re-
sulting in the entire solar panel being deteted as entroids due to a standard
entroid threshold of 50.
The histogram for the ROI image is given in Figure 7.6, showing that a
great part of the image information lies above the threshold of 50. From this
histogram a new value of 150 is of better hoie in order to redue the number
of deteted features.
In order to verify that the LEDs are still deteted with the new entroiding
threshold, the dierene between the two thresholds are illustrated in Figure
7.7. The threshold of 150 redues the number of feature points heavily, en-
abling the SR-Coop mode to determine a solution with a minimum of false
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Figure 7.4. First Light from the Short Range CHU. The LEDs are visible on
Target with the Earth in the bakground.
Figure 7.5. ROI image of lose-up of Target at ∼15m, with entroiding thresh-
old set at 50. Left is the original image, right is the inverted view.
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Figure 7.6. Logarithmi histogram of the Target view given in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.7. Thresholded Target images illustrating only the values above the
threshold. Left is threshold = 50, and right is threshold = 150.
objets. This onguration is urrently under evaluation on the PRISMA mis-
sion.
7.2 Far Range Mode
The Far Range CHU was the rst VBS CHU to be ativated for aquiring
Early Harvest VBS data. Based on the image information aquired in the
"First Light" image sequene for the AGC initialization, it was asertained
that the FR CHU ould easily determine its attitude based on the stars, while
having Target in FOV.
Additionally, from the two moon blinding events illustrated by the shutter
time in Figure 7.2, a diret measure of the angular veloity of Mains orbit
trajetory an be estimated to ω = 220.0
′′
s
, whih orresponds to the design
angular veloity for the Far Range mode as given in Setion 4.1 to be ω =
215.5
′′
s
.
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Knowing that the Far Range onditions were available, the VBS system was
initialized. This setion will desribe the initial inrun problems, lessons learned
regarding on-ground testing and performane estimate for the FR mode.
7.2.1 Initial Revisions
For the rst initialization of FR mode, several unforseen problems turned up.
These inluded the following:
• Attitude mappings not onverging.
• Edge Stray eet in the bae system.
• Sign problem in Right Asension and Delination alulations.
• False VBS lokings due to hotspots.
Attitude Mappings:
From the rst FR VBS data it was learly seen that the solutions were only
sporadi marked valid, and that all solutions were not linked to the true Target
entroid. This is depited in Figure 7.8, illustrating that the few available links
are either marking stars or the edge stray BBO in the image. The true Target
is highlighted, showing that the entroid is steady in the piture eld due to
boresight pointing towards Target along the orbit trak.
Figure 7.8. First FR VBS results having false links together with all deteted
entroids. The true Target entroid is highlighted as the steady objet.
These rst VBS results with false linking led to running the same senario
on the Engineering Model of the VBS system for debugging. The problem was
learly seen and rooted to the fat that a link between the determined FR CHU
attitude and the attitude used for the FR algorithms was missing, resulting
in the FR algorithms being seeded with a unit pointing q = [0, 0, 0, 1]. For
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the given senario where the CHU boresight is Target pointing during orbit
and the missing mapping of entroids into inertial oordinates, results in that
Target is deteted as a stationary objet where as all the star entroids are
seen as moving objets, making them andidates for the VBS solution.
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Figure 7.9. True FR linking of Target. The plot illustrate the CCD Position
eld of the VBS solution output, giving oordinates of Target.
After orreting the missing link in the attitude mapping, the FR mode
was able to aquire the orret Target entroid in subsequent runs in similar
senarios. These orret links are depited in Figure 7.9 illustrating the CCD
oordinate eld from the VBS output pakets, i.e. only showing the solution
among all deteted entroids. It is noted that two false links are aquired,
whih are assoiated to the Edge Stray eet disussed later in the urrent
setion.
The reason for not disovering the missing attitude mapping in the veri-
ation phase is due to the fat that all testing methods have utilized a steady-
pointing CHU, relative to the stars, while deteting a moving Target. Not
vie versa, whih is the inight onguration for PRISMA. The onground ver-
iation methods are up for a revisit in design, and is disussed in Setion
8.1
Edge Stray:
The bae system for the VBS CHUs on the PRISMA mission has been
shortened from the standard bae length, due to hanges in volume require-
ments from SSC. This shortening has, as disussed in Setion 7.1.1, given rise
to Edge Stray detetion from the Earth and Sun, marking a BBO in the list
of deteted entroids.
An analysis of whih objets the FR system is able to lok onto was per-
formed on inight data seeded to the EM VBS system, providing dierent
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Figure 7.10. VBS output solutions when Target is not ontained in the en-
troid list. Edge Stray is loked onto instead.
settings and senarios depending on analysis. The full analysis is given in
Appendix M, where all the dierent senarios are given. One senario involve
detetion of the Edge Stray objet while having the true Target entroid ne-
gleted from the entroid list. The VBS solution output is given in Figure
7.10, learly illustrating the detetion of the Edge Stray.
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Figure 7.11. VBS output solutions when Target and Edge Stray are not
ontained in the entroid list. Cross-passing objets are loked onto instead.
The reason that the FR mode loks onto the Edge Stray, is simply due to
the senario where the boresight is steady pointing towards Target. All objets
that for the CHU appear stationary are potential Target objets, giving high
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ondene to the false Edge Stray.
An Edge Stray lter has been implemented into the entroiding algorithm
of the µASC, whih disables detetion of the Edge Stray BBO and removes it
from the entroid list. The result enables the VBS solution outputs given in
Figure 7.11, where only a ross-passing objet and hotspots are loked onto.
The loking of ross-passing objets are related to the funtionality of the
FR algorithms, whih needs a minor redesign if suh objets are to be ne-
gleted. This is disussed further in Setion 8.1 regarding future work.
Apparent Diretion:
During inight, the GNC-module onboard PRISMA reported invalid Ap-
parent Diretion as determined by the VBS system, even though these dataelds
were marked as valid in the VBS telemetry paket.
This divergeny was addressed in the rst Inight Data Analysis given in
Appendix L, and has been identied to be a onversion based on a left-hand
rotation system instead of the right-hand rotation system, as goes for the
equatorial oordinate system on the elestial sphere.
The reason that this reversed rotation was not seen in the veriation phase
is due to fat that the VBS EGSE data analysis tool took the reversed rotation
into aount.
Both the VBS software and the VBS EGSE has been orreted, and has
been veried on inight data, as well as by the PRISMA GNC module.
Hotspots:
The loking of hotspots is due to the fat that these, similarly to the Edge
Stray, are steady in the image eld. Based on inight data an analysis were
initiated in order to tune the aggressiveness of hotspot ltering.
One spei part of inight data illustrates learly the inuene of hotspots
in the FR mode, and is given in Figure 7.12. At this given senario the Main
is reaquiring Target pointing, whereas a hotspot is loked onto before the
Target entroid. Full Target lok is rst aquired when the detetion history
of Target is above the detetion history of the hotspot, whih in this ase takes
several seonds.
To avoid false loks at suh senarios, the hotspot ltering is tuned ag-
gressively in aordane with the given dataset and inight experiene. The
nal result is likewise illustrated in Figure 7.12, showing orret behavior for
loking on to Target after Main has performed a maneuver.
Veriation on inight performane of the tuned hotspot ltering is ur-
rently pending.
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Figure 7.12. Inuene of hotspot ltering on VBS FR solutions. Left olumn illustrates the CCD entroid dataeld of the VBS
paket with hotspot ltering O, and the right olumn with the hotspot ltering On.
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7.2.2 Alignment of Startrakers
One of the goals for the Early Harvest phase of the PRISMA mission was
to determine the interalignment between the three startrakers, namely the
standard startrakers CHU A and B versus the FR CHU of the VBS sys-
tem denoted CHU C. At suh, the attitude pointing of the FR CHU an be
available, even when Target is blinding for the stars, by mapping the valid
attitude from either of the two standard startrakers. Determination of this
interalignment is likewise desribed in the rst inight data analysis presented
in Appendix L.
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Figure 7.13. Noise in angle dierene between CHU B and CHU C attitudes
over time.
In Figure 7.13 is illustrated the noise in the angle dierene between the
attitudes of CHU B and CHU C, both giving vibration noise and time vari-
ane. The standard deviation for the 500 given sample points shows a standard
deviation of ∼ 15" whih for the mounting onguration of the CHUs is a-
eptable, namely the mount on two dierent panels with ative reation wheels
inluded in the design of the Main satellite.
Based on the valid attitude data retrieved from the Early Harvest phase,
two rotation quaternions have been reated:
qB2C =


0.892648
0.108352
−0.283797
0.333012

⇒
rotz = 0.3112
◦
roty = 35.3674
◦
rotx = 139.1821
◦
(7.1)
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qA2C =


0.891719
−0.105216
0.285599
0.334960

⇒
rotz = 0.2597
◦
roty = −35.4387◦
rotx = 138.7412
◦
(7.2)
By enabling mapping of the valid attitudes into the FR CHU will support
the FR algorithms in senarios, where Target is blinding for the stars in FOV
of the FR CHU. Thus, extending the working area of the FR mode into the
IR mode. This onguration is urrently uploaded to the inight PRISMA
system, pending veriation.
7.2.3 Performane
For the FR VBS mode, several performane parameters exists. These inludes
i.a. robustness of the Target lok, Target reaquiring and noise in the Target
pointing. The robustness and Target reaquiring are touhed in Setion 7.2.1,
showing ontinuous improvements during the data analysis of the Early Har-
vest. Espeially the desribed analysis with Target vs No Target denoted by
Figure 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11, given in Appendix M.
In order to desribe the noise in the Target pointing, the previous analyzed
dataset used in Figure 7.9 is onsidered, where the distane between Main and
Target is between 9.5km to 10.5km. The noise of the Target pointing an be
desribed by analyzing the angular veloity (ω) of the R.A. and De.
It applies that the R.A. and De. an be onverted to a unit pointing
vetor by [Sidi2002℄:
p =

cos(RA) cos(Dec)sin(RA) cos(Dec)
sin(Dec)


(7.3)
From where the angular veloity an be determined by:
ω =
arccos(pi · pi+1)
dT
(7.4)
The angular veloity of the Target pointing in inertial oordinates are given
in Figure 7.14, together with the mean value and standard deviation of ω. The
mean value equals mean(ω) = 215.15"/s whih orresponds diretly to the
estimated design value for the FR mode desribed in Setion 4.1.
Additionally, the noise gure for the FR mode an be desribed by the
standard deviation of the angular veloity, given by std(ω) = 6.91"/s.
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Figure 7.14. Angular veloity for Target pointing with the standard deviation.
7.3 Intermediate Range Mode
The Intermediate Range mode of the VBS system is funtioning as the fallbak
mode for both FR and SR mode, and as an overlap during transit from the one
mode to the other. The rst ativation of the IR mode took plae during the
AGC and shutter parameter adjustment as desribed in Setion 7.1. Starting
in FR mode with long exposures and from here revert into IR mode as soon
as the shutter time dereased suh that stars no longer ould be deteted.
This setion will desribe the rst results aquired for the IR mode from the
FR CHU and the following revisions with respet to performane adjustments.
Additionally, the alignment determination between the two VBS CHUs are
disussed, and nally a performane analysis of the IR mode for both the FR
CHU and the SR CHU.
7.3.1 Initial Revisions
For the Early Harvest phase involving the Intermediate Range mode, three
performane issues were addressed. One regarding multiple deteted objets,
the other regarding detetion of Edge Stray eets, and the last regarding the
Apparent Diretion.
Multiple Deteted Objets:
The IR mode is designed to point out the best Target andidate among
the deteted entroids. During Early Harvest the IR mode gave orret Target
solution when Target was deteted as a BBO or as a single entroid, but when
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multiple entroids were deteted in oherene with the Target entroid, the IR
reported no objets deteted instead of hoosing the best andidate.
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Figure 7.15. IR mode solutions with invalid output for multiple deteted
objets. The gap between the valid solutions illustrates performane issue.
This senario is illustrated in Figure 7.15 where the IR mode has aquired
Target, thereby loses it as soon as multiple objets are deteted, and nally it
easily reaquires when objet ount dereases. This undesired behavior were
found to be a missing linkage between the internal variables of the IR algorithm
and the telemetry paket, and was orreted in the software releases during
Early Harvest phase.
The veriation methods of the IR mode have only involved realizing the
Target as either a single entroid or as a BBO among entroids, whih led to
this inight misbehavior of the VBS system during IR mode. The veriation
methods will be taken up for revision and are disussed further in Setion 8.1.
Edge Stray and Apparent Diretion:
The two additional performane issues regarding IR mode involves deteted
of Edge Stray and Apparent Diretion alulations.
These are diretly related to the already addressed and laried issues
presented in the subsetions of Setion 7.2.
7.3.2 Alignment of VBS CHUs
The two VBS CHUs are mounted onto Main with a rotation of ∼ 90◦ relative
around their boresight, suh that their axes are aligned in the followingmanner:
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XFR ≈ −YSR
YFR ≈ XSR
ZFR ≈ ZSR
(7.5)
During the Early Harvest phase, Intermediate Range data was gathered
from both the FR CHU and the SR CHU, with Target ↔ Main distanes
> 1km in order to perform an interalignment alibration in between the two
VBS CHUs. By aquiring data at suh great distanes, the relative small
translation between the two CHUs an be negleted.
Based on hosen data from i.a. the IR data illustrated in Figure L.12
and L.16, given in Appendix L, the inter-alignment an be estimated. The 90◦
rotation inbetween the two VBS CHUs is learly illustrated in Figure L.20 and
L.21. Final optimization of alignment between the two boresight pointings is
an ongoing proess at the time of writing.
7.3.3 Performane
The performane of the IR VBS mode has been analyzed based on the Early
Harvest phase, and is presented in both Appendix L, regarding validity and
robustness, and Appendix N, regarding performane while Main is performing
orbit maneuvers.
The data presented in Appendix L formed the basis for the VBS CHU
alignment disussed in Setion 7.3.2 and shows that stable VBS solutions are
available for IR mode as soon as Target is in FOV for any of the two VBS
CHUs.
A snippet of the analyzed dataset from Appendix N is depited in Figure
7.16, illustrating the senario where Main is performing an orbit orretion for
its urrent trajetory.
Based on these CCD oordinates of the Target entroid, the Apparent
Diretion towards Target in referene to the CHU oordinate system has been
alulated and is given in Figure 7.17
Due to the fat that the IR mode is unable to determine the attitude
pointing of the urrent CHU, the dataset analyzed in Appendix N has been
mapped based on attitude data derived from the standard startraker CHUs.
In Figure 7.18 is given the result of the Target pointing in inertial oor-
dinates based on the mapped attitude data. Based on the shown result it is
given that the orbit orretion performed by Main is negletable when this
mapping proedure is used.
This proessed and adapted data from Appendix N enables the fat that
the funtionality of the FR mode an be exeuted on the FR CHU even when
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Figure 7.16. Centroid snippet of zoomed area of deteted Target from Figure
N.1, where Main satellite performs orbit orretion.
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Figure 7.17. Target pointing given in the internal amera oordinate system
of CHU C.
its attitude an not be determined by deteted stars. By using the mapping
introdued in Equation (7.1) and (7.2) the FR mode will be able to extend
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Figure 7.18. Target pointing given in inertial oordinates.
its eld of operation into the IR mode, enabling negletion of falsely deteted
Target objets suh as Moon blindings et.
7.4 Short Range Mode
The Short Range mode of the VBS system is the latest to be ativated on the
PRISMA mission. At the time of writing the initial proximity operations
2
are
arried out on the inight PRISMA mission, having the VBS system ativated
as passenger.
The data from the lose-up operations are urrently being proessed, thus
no diret performane analysis of the inight Short Range mode exists. There-
fore, this setion will mainly onern the initial observations on the ongoing
data proessing.
7.4.1 Initial Revisions
The Short Range mode is deeply reliant on the LED model, desribing the
plaement of the LEDs in the Target referene frame with high auray. The
role as passenger in PROX has therefore been foussed on gathering entroid
data of the LEDsm in order to prepare for a re-alibration of the LED model
based on the inight onguration.
2
Known as the PROX mode of the PRISMA mission, as desribed in Setion 1.2.1.
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No revisions of the Short Range mode algorithms and parameters have
been performed yet, though the rst revision has been planned following the
PROX and will mainly onern upload of a re-alibrated LED model.
During the initial PROX operations, deviations has been experiened with
the PPS-signal, used for synhronizing the LED pulsing and the integration
time, and has resulted in the LEDs not being pulsed during image integration.
This problem lies outside the VBS and µASC system, but has great inuene
on the system performane. This is espeially seen on the AGC and shutter
ontrol, where a snippet is depited in Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.19. Shutter time during Short Range Cooperative operations.
The AGC and shutter ontrol expets the LEDs to be present during inte-
gration and regulates thereafter from image to image. If the LEDs suddenly
are not present the shutter time expands, and afterwards rolls bak. In order
to ope with the experiened outer PPS deviations a revision of the AGC and
shutter ontrol, with a less aggressive regulation, is urrently pending inight
qualiation.
7.4.2 Performane
The rst SR-Coop solutions were ahieved during an approah maneuver by
Main, where the VBS system loked on to the Target satellite at a distane of
47m.
During PROX the Main↔Target distane has been as short as 10m while
providing VBS data from the SR CHU.
As mentioned, the analysis of inight SR VBS data is pending nalization
of the PROX operations. Though, data snippets from the SR mode have been
ahieved. During the shutter time data given in Figure 7.19 the onurrent
VBS data is illustrated in Figure 7.20, showing the determined Target position
in referene to the SR CHU oordinate frame.
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Figure 7.20. Valid SR solutions from the VBS system with the integration
times given in Figure 7.19.
The inuene of the unsteady integration time is learly indiated in the
dataset, seen both as invalid data setions and inreased position noise.
Besides the unstable AGC and shutter ontrol, one additional performane
issue has been noted. It has been asertained that the Target mok-up diers
from the FM Target satellite regarding one spei harateristi with respet
to light reetions, the honeyomb strutured panels.
The ut edges of the honeyomb plates, that omprise the satellite panels,
are only overed with lear apton tape, enabling view of the aluminium fra-
tured surfae whih an reate intense glints when the sun is at ertain angle of
inident. This eet has given rise to multiple false entroids deteted besides
the LED entroids, providing noise and instability to the system. Therefore,
the additional glints in the SR senarios are taken into onsideration during
data analysis and future tuning of the SR algorithms.
7.5 Mode Swithing
In order to enable the entire dynami range of the VBS system, orret over-
lapping in between the modes are neessary for having a smooth transition
while Main performs approah or retried maneuvers in respet to Target.
The funtionality and veriation of the mode transitions for the VBS
system are desribed in Chapter 6. This setion will desribed the inight
experiene with the VBS system during mode swithing and its performane.
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7.5.1 Far ↔ Intermediate Range
During the Early Harvest phase several maneuvers between Main and Target
has been arried out, providing dierent senarios for the VBS system. For the
FR CHU, the transitional phases have resulted in mode swithings between
IR and FR mode.
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Figure 7.21. Inight IR→FR mode transition. The two top plots illustrates
the CCD position result from the VBS paket, and the bottom plot illustrates
the mode and validity ags from the VBS paket.
Figure 7.21 illustrates the performane of the VBS system during a mode
swith between IR mode to FR mode. During the dataset, the Main satellite
performs a reede maneuver from ∼ 4km to ∼ 5km, resulting in orret hand-
over from one mode to another.
The rst two datapoints after the mode swith are expetedly marked as
invalid. This is due to the fat that SSC has requested the VBS system only
to exeute the FR algorithms as long as an attitude an be determined by the
FR CHU. The two invalid datapoints marks the run-in of the FR algorithm.
Subsequently, two single-pointed mode swithes are ouring. The rst is
marked as an invalid solution given by the fat that neither FR or IR mode
are able to determine a orret pointing, though the suessive datapoint is
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marked as valid.
The seond single-pointed mode swith illustrates the senario where the
FR CHU attitude looses its attitude, and thereby annot determine Target
pointing. The FR mode falls bak to IR mode whih provides the orret
Target pointing, reating a ontiguous data series around the point.
7.5.2 Intermediate ↔ Short Range
During PROX several mode swithings for the SR CHU have been experiened,
where one example is given in Figure 7.22. Due to the fat that the CCD
position during SR mode was marked as invalid, the Apparent Diretion values
are ompared instead. Though, for IR mode the Apparent Diretion points
to the optial enter, and for the SR mode it points to the origo of Target
referene frame. Therefore, the depited dataset is given in order to illustrate
the stability of the two solution methods.
In the senario for the given dataset, the mode swithing is not aused
by approah and reede maneuvers, but as an outome due to the unstable
shutter time as disussed in Setion 7.4.1. The dataset learly illustrates the
SR modes ability to fall bak as soon as the shutter time readjust to a stable
level.
A thorough mode swithing analysis is pending the data analysis of the
ongoing inight PROX operations.
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Figure 7.22. Inight SR↔IR mode transition. The two top plots illustrates
the Apparent Diretion result from the VBS paket in referene to the CHU
oordinate frame, and the bottom plot illustrates the mode and validity ags
from the VBS paket.
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Figure 7.23. Shutter time during mode transition.
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7.6 Summary
This hapter has presented the very rst inight results of the VBS system,
aquired during the Early Harvest phase of the PRISMA mission. The inight
data has shown both desired and undesired behavior for a wide range of dier-
ent senarios, where the ritial undesired behaviors have been orreted for
and veried on the inight VBS system.
Most aspets of the VBS performane range have been overed during the
Early Harvest and the PROX operations, though the data analysis, the per-
formane haraterization and parameter tunings of the inight VBS system
have only begun and are ongoing and ontinuous during the entire PRISMA
mission lifetime.
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Chapter 8
Conluding Comments
The dissertation in hand has in fully desribed a vision based navigation sensor
system whih an support formation ying spaeraft to perform rendezvous
and doking maneuvers.
The design and development of the Vision Based Sensor (VBS) has been
based on thorough senario analysis, whih reated the design parameters and
requirements for the system. Furthermore, the implementation and realiza-
tion of the VBS onto the already spae-qualied µ-Advaned Stellar Compass,
together with the needed hardware hanges and support hardware, has been
desribed into details.
The funtionalities of the VBS system has been veried in realisti on-
ground senarios, whih have foussed on both full overage of the wide dy-
nami range, system robustness and solution availability. This has led to a
performane analysis with respet to the expeted noise gures and mode-
swithing apabilities of the VBS system.
Finally, the VBS system has been integrated on the platform of the teh-
nial demonstration satellite mission, PRISMA, and launhed into orbit. The
very rst inight VBS data from the Early Harvest phase of PRISMA has been
presented together with the preliminary data analysis on inight performane,
illustrating that the VBS system is apable of delivering navigation data in all
its three main modes with orret transition during mode swithing.
8.1 Future Work
The rst inight experiene with the VBS system is provided by the system
integrated into the tehnologial demonstration platform of PRISMA.
Sine the PRISMA mission only reently has entered its operational phase,
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the future work aspet inludes both the inight experiene gathering from
PRISMA and preparations for upoming missions.
8.1.1 PRISMA Data Analysis
Several performane and system aspets of the VBS system are still to be
realized on the PRISMA mission. This inludes a full performane harateri-
zation of the VBS system in the senarios available, but also exploration of the
outer perimeters suh as detetion of the trator beam system during lose-up
operations.
The PRISMA mission will also be used for preparation of the Short Range
Non-ooperative mode by providing inight images of the senario whih will
form the basis of the algorithm implementation to the VBS system.
Additional data analysis of the aquired inight PRISMA VBS data is
likewise planned for. This inludes analysis of the sun pressure to the satellites
and the mutual inuene from thruster ring on the relative Main and Target
movements.
8.1.2 Upoming Missions
The relative short inight experiene with the VBS system has already led to
revision of the on-ground veriation methods used, whih has shown ritial
for upoming missions whih features a VBS system.
These revisions inlude i.a. a redesign of the Far Range veriation methods
whih is in need of moving the elestial sky and not just the Target objet, and
a redesign of the Intermediate Range veriation methods featuring multiple
objets.
Additionally, the algorithm implementations are taken up for revision with
respet to lesson learned from the PRISMA mission, inluding investigation of
methods for aquiring Target. E.g. inlude analysis of the Target orbit rota-
tion vetor into the FR-algorithms in order to exlude ross-passing objets in
the FOV.
This dissertation hereby onludes the work performed on the realization of
a Vision Based Sensor implementation in the µASC navigation system during
the ourse of the PhD projet period of November 2007 to Otober 2010 at
Measurements and Instrumentation Systems, DTU Spae.
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Figure 8.1. View of Target from Short Range CHU with louds in the bak-
ground.
AD ASTRA PER ASPERA
Surmounting adversity - reahing for the stars
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SMC735 High Performance infrared SMD LED on ceramics
SMC735 consists of an AlGaAs LED mounted on the ceramics package  
and is sealed with silicone or epoxy resin. 
It emits a spectral band of radiation at 735nm. 
                                                          iOuter dimension (Unit : mm) 
iSpecifications  
1) Product Name SMD type infrared LED 
2) Type No. SMC735
3) Chip 
(1) Chip Material AlGaAs
(2) Peak Wavelength 735nm typ. 
4) Package 
(1) Package Ceramics
(2) Lens Silicone or Epoxy resin 㩷
iAbsolute Maximum Ratings 
Item Symbol Maximum Rated Value Unit Ambient Temperature 
Power Dissipation PD 200 mW Ta=25°C 
Forward Current IF 100 mA Ta=25°C 
Pulse Forward Current IFP 500 mA Ta=25°C 
Reverse Voltage VR 5 V Ta=25°C 
Operating Temperature TOPR -20 ~ +80 °C
Storage Temperature TSTG  -30 ~ +80 °C
Soldering Temperature TSOL 240 °C
    ‡㪧㫌㫃㫊㪼㩷㪝㫆㫉㫎㪸㫉㪻㩷㪚㫌㫉㫉㪼㫅㫋㩷㪺㫆㫅㪻㫀㫋㫀㫆㫅㪑㩷㪛㫌㫋㫐㪔㪈㩼㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪧㫌㫃㫊㪼㩷㪮㫀㪻㫋㪿㪔㪈㪇㫌㫊㪅㩷
    ‡Soldering condition: Soldering condition must be completed within 3 seconds at 240°C 
iElectro-Optical Characteristics [Ta=25°C] 
Item Symbol Condition Minimum Typical Maximum Unit
Forward Voltage VF IF=50mA 1.85 2.00 V
Reverse Current IR VR=5V 10 uA
Total Radiated Power PO IF=50mA 4.0 10.0 mW
Radiant Intensity IE IF=50mA 2.0 5.0 mW/sr
Peak Wavelength OP㩷 IF=50mA 735 nm
Half Width 'O㩷 IF=50mA 30 nm
Viewing Half Angle T㩷 IF=50mA ±55 deg.
Rise Time tr IF=50mA 80 ns
Fall Time tf IF=50mA 80 ns
    ‡㪫㫆㫋㪸㫃㩷㪩㪸㪻㫀㪸㫋㪼㪻㩷㪧㫆㫎㪼㫉㩷㫀㫊㩷㫄㪼㪸㫊㫌㫉㪼㪻㩷㪹㫐㩷㪧㪿㫆㫋㫆㪻㫐㫅㪼㩷㩺㪌㪇㪇
    ‡Radiant Intensity is measured by Tektronix J-6512.㩷
Marubeni America Corporation 
3945 Freedom Circle, Suite 1000, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
408-330-0650 (Ext. 323), 408-330-0655 (Fax), sales@tech-led.com
Figure A.1. Datasheet of LED SMC735 (Soure: www.teh-led.om).
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Charaterization of LED
SMC735
The LED used to provide the feature points on the PRISMA Target model is
of the type SMC735. This setion presents the results from haraterization of
the thermal eets on the wavelength stability of the LED. For this purpose a
test benh was setup based on following equipment:
• The LED under test xated to an aluminium braket with similar ther-
mal harateristis as the LED aluminium housing.
• Thermal resistor heater mounted on bakside of aluminium braket, en-
abling temperature inrease ontrol.
• PT100 temperature detetor element plaed in lose proximity with the
LED.
• Laser Spetrum Analyzer with a spetral response range of 350-1000nm.
• Collimating lens system in front of the LED in order to fous the light
into the spetrum analyzer.
In Figure B.1 this test benh illustrated. In the following gures, from
Figure B.2 to B.11, is the spetrum analyzer output to the osillosope illus-
trated. Here the trig-arrow indiates the 735nmmark, the 1st dataset indiates
wavelength with eah tik as 1nm and the 2nd dataset indiates the deteted
intensity for the given wavelength.
Eah of the osillosope sreenshots are aptured with dierent test setup
settings as indiated by the gure text. Disussion and analysis is given in
Setion 3 based on the presented data.
IV
Figure B.1. Test benh for thermal haraterization of the SMC735.
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Figure B.2. LED pulsed with 2.0V in 2ms at a 1s yle. Peak wavelength at
735nm.
Figure B.3. LED pulsed with 3.2V in 2ms at a 1s yle. Peak wavelength at
739nm.
VI
Figure B.4. LED pulsed with 2.0V in 5ms at a 1s yle. Peak wavelength at
735nm.
Figure B.5. LED pulsed with 2.0V in 8ms at a 1s yle. Peak wavelength at
736nm.
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Figure B.6. LED powered with 2.0V ontinuously. Peak wavelength at 748nm.
Figure B.7. PT100 at temperature 27
◦C. LED powered with 1.85V ontinu-
ously. Peak wavelength at 745nm.
VIII
Figure B.8. PT100 at temperature 38
◦C. LED powered with 1.85V ontinu-
ously. Peak wavelength at 747nm.
Figure B.9. PT100 at temperature 50
◦C. LED powered with 1.85V ontinu-
ously. Peak wavelength at 749nm.
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Figure B.10. PT100 at temperature 74
◦C. LED powered with 1.85V ontin-
uously. Peak wavelength at 752nm.
Figure B.11. PT100 at temperature 91
◦C. LED powered with 1.85V ontin-
uously. Peak wavelength at 755nm.
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PRISMA FM LEDs
This note-set was reated in order to ompare the quality and the radiation
pattern in between the LEDs used for the PRISMA mission.
The radiation pattern was measured using the µASC with an EM SR CHU
having xed integration time, apturing entroids while rotating around eah
individual LED in both the yz- and xz-plane.
This doument has been used to group the LEDs based on similarities in
their harateristis. Eah group represent a panel of the Target satellite, and
has been used to determine the nal wiring and the nalization of the LED
plaement model desription given in [Benn2008b℄.
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Figure E.1. µASC Center of Integration Timing with respet to VR trailing
edge. [Bjarnoe2010℄
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Appendix F
P4P Solution Method
The following setion desribes the solution method of the P4P problem as used
by the VBS. The text and equations are partly extrated from [Benn2007℄.
The P4P problem an be solved using a geometri model based on volume
alulations of the four tetrahedra dened by the Camera Center, CC , and
three of the four points [Abidi1990℄. Taking a pinhole projetion into on-
sideration, the projetion of four points, Pi for i = 1..4, are as desribed in
Figure F.1 where the points on the CCD are desribed by P ′i , assuming that
the projeted points have been orreted for lens distortion. The CC indiates
the enter of the amera and f desribes the foal length.
Figure F.1. Denition of pinhole projetion of four points.
Again, the projeted points on the CCD an be desribed on the unit sphere
of the CHU providing the following relation between the projeted points, P ′i
and the real points, Pi:
−→ui =
−−−→
CCP
′
i
Fi
=
−−−→
CCPi
di
(F.1)
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where:−→ui : desribes the unit vetor of the point Pi.
Fi: desribes the distane from CC to the projeted point P
′
i dened as√
(x′i)
2 + (y′i)
2 + f 2.
di: desribes the unknown distane from the Camera Center to the point Pi.
Sine the amera enter, CC , is in the origin of the dened oordinate
system (0, 0, 0), the vetors
−−−→
CCP
′
i and
−−−→
CCPi will be written as
−→
P ′i and
−→
Pi,
respetively.
Dening the bases of the four possible tetrahedra, spanned by the Camera
Center and three of the four points, as being plaed in the plane of the four
oplanar points infers that the height, h, of eah tetrahedron desribes the
distane from the plane to CC , and are the same for all bases. Using the
denitions from Figure F.1 the base area spanned by triangle△P1P2P3 an be
dened by:
A1(△P1P2P3) = 12
∣∣∣−−→P1P2 ×−−→P1P3
∣∣∣ (F.2)
Furthermore, the base areas an be desribed using Heron's Formula based
on the side lengths of a triangle [Ballantyne1972℄. Again for triangle△P1P2P3:
A1 =
1
4
√
(s212 + s
2
13 + s
2
23)
2 − 2(s412 + s413 + s423) (F.3)
where:
sij: desribes the distane between the two points Pi and Pj .
The volume of a tetrahedron an be determined as for any pyramid or one
by V = 1
3
A ·h, but an furthermore also be expressed as a sixth of the volume
of the parallelepiped span of the vetors forming the tetrahedron. The volume
V1 of the tetrahedron NCCP1P2P3 an therefore be desribed by the following,
with the denitions in Equation (F.1) implemented:
V1 =
1
3
A1 · h
= 1
6
∣∣∣−→P1 • (−→P2 ×−→P3)
∣∣∣
= 1
6
d1d2d3 |−→u1 • (−→u2 ×−→u3)| (F.4)
Using the proedures in Equation (F.2), (F.3) and (F.4) the base area and
the volume for eah tetrahedra an be determined. Combining the proedures
used in these three equations and Equation (F.1) the following expressions for
the distanes d2, d3 and d4 an be derived [Abidi1990℄:
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d2 =
B3
A3
A4
B4
F2
F1
d1 = C12
F2
F1
d1 (F.5)
d3 =
B2
A2
A4
B4
F3
F1
d1 = C13
F3
F1
d1 (F.6)
d4 =
B1
A1
A4
B4
F4
F1
d1 = C14
F4
F1
d1 (F.7)
where:
Bi: desribes twie the area of the projeted triangles on the CCD, whih an
be determined by the ross produt of the vetors spanning the projeted
triangles.
From these equations desribing the three last of the four distanes, it is
seen that they all an be expressed from the rst distane of the four, namely
the distane between CC and P1 denoted d1. Therefore, an expression for this
instane is needed. In [Abidi1990℄, the knowledge of the line setions of whih
the point P1 is a part and at whih points these line segments rosses other
line segments, is used in order to desribe the d1 distane. This results in the
following six dierent expressions for d1:
d1 =
s12F1√
H2
12
+f2(1−C12)
2
(F.8)
= s13F1√
H2
13
+f2(1−C13)
2
(F.9)
= s14F1√
H2
14
+f2(1−C14)
2
(F.10)
= s23F1√
H2
23
+f2(1−C23)
2
·C12
(F.11)
= s24F1√
H2
24
+f2(1−C24)
2
·C12
(F.12)
= s34F1√
H2
34
+f2(1−C34)
2
·C13
(F.13)
where:
H2ij =
(
x′i − Cijx′j
)2
+
(
y′i − Cijy′j
)2
and where the values (x′i, y
′
i) and (x
′
j , y
′
j)
desribes the projeted oordinates on the CCD plane for the points P ′i and
P ′j , respetively.
These six equivalent expressions for d1 should all produe the same result,
assuming that the projeted points and the distanes in between the points
are orret. Sine this is hardly the ase for points exposed to lens distortion,
entroiding and measurement inauray, an average of these six expressions
are taken into onsideration.
From a ombination of the expressions in Equation (F.8-F.13) and from
the expression in Equation (F.5-F.7), all distanes from the amera enter to
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the points an be determined, providing only the distanes sij in between the
points and the projeted oordinate points. From Equation (F.1) the loation
of the points an now be expressed by:
Pi =
−→
Pi = di
−→ui (F.14)
It must be noted that this solution method assumes that the referene be-
tween the projeted points and whih point is projeted are known beforehand.
Plaing the points in unique asymmetri patterns will result in only one solu-
tion t where the six equations of d1 will result in similar results.
In order to desribe the translation and the rotation of the point positions
with respet to the oordinate system of the amera, a denition of a oordinate
system with respet to the points has to be desribed. Dening that the point
P1 is the origin of the points oordinate system, the x-axis is desribed by
the pointing of the vetor between P1 and P2, ⇒ −−→P1P2, and the z-axis is the
normal vetor of the plane in whih all the points are oplanar. This results in
a translation matrix T equal to the oordinates of position P1 and a rotation
matrix R desribing the rotation needed to align the dened xyz-axes of the
points oordinate system with the oordinate system of the amera. Figure F.2
illustrates this.
Figure F.2. Mapping between frames performed by a translation and rotations.
The rotation angles φ, θ and ψ denote the rotation around the x-, y- and
z-axis, respetively. Eah of these rotations an be desribed using rotation
matries dened as follows [Fortesue2003℄:
R
φ
=


1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cos φ

 , R
θ
=


cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ

 , R
ψ
=


cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1


(F.15)
Where a omplete rotation matrix, representing the entire rotation, an be
determined by multiplying the rotation matries for eah rotation:
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R = R
ψ
R
θ
R
φ
=


cosψ cos θ − sinψ cos φ+ cosψ sin θ sinφ sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ
sinψ cos θ cosψ cos φ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ − cosψ sinφ+ sinψ sin θ cos φ
− sin θ cos θ sinφ cos θ cosφ


(F.16)
As suh, from knowing the positions of the points on Target and the map-
ping from the points to the Target frame, the translation and rotation of the
Target frame in the referene CHU frame an thereby be determined.
This solution method takes the input arguments s, q and focal_length
respetively desribing the distanes between the investigated points, their
projeted oordinates on the CCD and the foal length of the amera. The
parameters s and q are matries dened as:
s =


s11 s12 s13 s14
s21 s22 s23 s24
s31 s32 s33 s34
s41 s42 s43 s44

 , q =
[
q1x q2x q3x q4x
q1y q2y q3y q4y
]
(F.17)
where:
sij : desribes the distanes between the points Pi and Pj . Note that sij = sji
and that sii = 0.
qix, qiy: desribes the xy-oordinates of the projeted oordinates of the points
Pi onto the CCD.
As output the solutions of the positions P1−4 in the xyz-oordinate system
is given, based on the input parameters:
P =


P1x P1y P1z
P2x P2y P2z
P3x P3y P3z
P4x P4y P4z

 (F.18)
The presented solution method of the P4P appliation is only apable of
handling solutions for four diodes at a time, orresponding to four deteted
LEDs on one side of Target. Determination of the best tted solution is based
on the variane ourring from the six dierent expressions of the d1 distane
given in Equation (F.8-F.13), where the variane is denoted σ2 and dened as:
σ2 =
1
6
6∑
n=1
(
d1(n)− d¯1
)2
(F.19)
where:
d1(n): desribes the n-th solution of the six expressions for d1.
d¯1: desribes the mean value of all the six d1 expressions.
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This gives an indiation of the best t sine only the orretly hosen
sequene of entroids will result in a small value of the variane. The solution
alulated by the P4P appliation providing the smallest variane is therefore
marked as the result of the P4P appliation.
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Appendix G
Short Range Cooperative LED
Fitting
The Short Range Cooperative mode use iterative tting of the bak-projeted
LED model versus the deteted entroids. This hapter desribes the tting
method implemented in the µASC.
The iterative solution is exeuted as soon as an initial guess is estimated
for the Target Pose and Position. The initial guess an either be estimated by
the P4P method or having the previous solution and drift information.
When tting the Target Pose and Position, the total error is determined
by the residual value alulated as the squared dierene in distane between
the projeted LEDs and the deteted entroids.
The tting relies on the fat that eah distribution an be estimated by a
quadrati funtion in the form of:
f(x) = a · x2 + b · x+ c (G.1)
Where the minimum of the funtion, the vertex, desribes the best tting. The
vertex is plaed at:
x =
−b
2a
(G.2)
For simpliity reasons and what is ahievable in the µASC, the rotation
and translation parameters are minimized individually.
In Figure G.1 and G.1 are illustrated how the tting for eah of the variables
an be estimated by tting a quadrati funtion to this. Additionally, the VBS
system determines the tting using only three points of the system in order
to minimize the alulation time, where these three points are illustrated as
'fitbase'. Table G.1 details that the three points are suient to determine
the minimum vertex of Equation (G.1)
XXXVIII
Fitting VBS est. minimum Real minimum Dierene
rotX x = −3.3958 x = −3.3958 1.4067 · 10−5
rotY x = −6.5786 x = −6.5794 7.9564 · 10−4
rotZ x = −0.4497 x = −0.4497 6.9940 · 10−8
transX x = −0.3429 x = −0.3429 −1.3616 · 10−6
transY x = −0.0398 x = −0.0398 1.4690 · 10−8
transZ x = 2.1890 x = 2.1890 6.9449 · 10−5
Table G.1. Real minimum vs. estimated VBS minimum.
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Figure G.1. Fitting of the Target rotations around the x-,y- and z-axis of the
Target.
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Figure G.2. Fitting of the Target translations in referene to the x-,y- and
z-axis of the SR CHU.
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Appendix H
PPS vs. LED Pulsing
Measurements of the PPS signal vs. the LED pulsing taken on the FM
PRISMA satellites on test ampaign PRISMA_20090624 at SSC, Solna, Stok-
holm.
The test setup onsisted of a VTB1113 Photodiode plaed diretly on top
of one LED on the Target spaeraft. The LED was pulse-powered by the
onboard GPS system on Target S/C, and the photodiode onneted to an
osillosope together with a referene from the GPS system on Main S/C.
For the osillosope sreenshots presented, the following hannels are rep-
resented as:
CH1: MAIN satellite, Connetor: CORE nom P2 pin 2-, 7+. (PPS puls from
ore board).
CH2: TARGET satellite, DTU optial devie onneted to one LED.
XLII
Figure H.1. PPS pulse vs. LED pulse.
Figure H.2. PPS and LED frequeny.
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Figure H.3. Leading edge of PPS and LED pulses.
Figure H.4. Trailing edge of LED pulse.
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Appendix K
Doking Pattern Calibration
Images aptured of the Doking Pattern plaed on the −Y panel of the Target
spaeraft. These measurements were taken on the FM PRISMA satellites,
with the FM VBS system integrated, on test ampaign PRISMA_20090929
at SSC, Solna, Stokholm.
Figure K.1. Doking Pattern aptured normal to boresight with the SR CHU.
Image is inverted and enhaned for printing.
XC
Figure K.2. Doking Pattern aptured at 45deg pith to boresight around
Target x-axis. Image is inverted and enhaned for printing.
Figure K.3. Doking Pattern aptured at 45deg turn to boresight around Target
z-axis. Image is inverted and enhaned for printing.
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Figure K.4. Full −Y panel of Target aptured normal to boresight with the
SR CHU. Image is inverted and enhaned for printing.
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Appendix L
Inight Data Analysis
This hapter desribes the rst data analysis of the inight Early Harvest
Phase for the PRISMA VBS system after the rst software revision. The
following setions desribes the bakground for several of the parameter and
variable adjustments needed for optimizing the VBS inight performane, as
well as veriation of orretions made to the outputted VBS solutions.
L.1 FR AGC and Detetion Threshold Settings
During the Early Harvest for the VBS system it was found that the shutter
ontrol of the AGC for the FR CHU was not performing at desired. In Figure
1 it is seen that the powerful blooming from the Target spaeraft provides
unwanted lens reetions and halo eets, all making orret entroiding dif-
ult.
Based on these fats a series of dierent settings for the aggressiveness of
the AGC shutter ontrol were performed and is illustrated in the images below.
To the left a 200x200pxl image segment of the deteted Target spaeraft is
shown, and to the right a logarithmi histogram of the given segment. The
shown histograms are based on the JPEG images, whih will give deviations
from true values.
XCIV L.1. FR AGC and Detetion Threshold Settings
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Figure L.1. Image segment for AGC setting 5000 from inverted image
IMC_967247853.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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Figure L.2. Image segment for AGC setting 400 from inverted image
IMC_967314711.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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Figure L.3. Image segment for AGC setting 40 from inverted image
IMC_967308111.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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Figure L.4. Image segment for AGC setting 20 from inverted image
IMC_967387390.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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Figure L.5. Image segment for AGC setting 10 from inverted image
IMC_967392190.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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Figure L.6. Image segment for AGC setting 5 from inverted image
IMC_967401189.878632.jpg, together with the belonging logarithmi his-
togram.
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tion Threshold Settings
It is seen that the halo and lens reetions are learly present for AGC
settings 5000, 400 and 40. At 20 the halo eet is toning out, and for 10 and
5 only Target self is present. Sine the FR CHU needs to detet stars in order
for Far Range mode to be exeuted, the AGC aggressiveness should be set as
high as possible. On the other hand the very same setting needs to be low
enough to avoid halo eets and lens reetions.
The value of 20 is a feasible value for the AGC shutter ontrol if the de-
tetion threshold likewise is inreased to lie above the pixel values of the halo
(∼100). This inrease in the detetion threshold orresponds to the fat that
the earth shine experiened by the FR CHU needs to be negleted. In Figure
L.7 the Earth Shine eet is illustrated in the left side of the image, having
pixel values above 50 for the undesired area.
Figure L.7. Inverted image illustrating the Earth Shine in the left side.
Sine the FR mode will aept great deteted objets as a false Target, this
Earth Shine needs to be handle by inreasing the threshold detetion level.
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L.2 IR Mode Validation for FR CHU
Input le: VBSFR_968844243.830704.txt
This setion disusses the validity of the IR mode for the FR CHU after
the latest software release dated: 17/9-10. Additionally, validation of orret
ag and info settings are disussed.
XCVIII L.2. IR Mode Validation for FR CHU
L.2.1 FR Valid Flags
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Figure L.8. Valid ags for IR mode on FR CHU.
The valid ags of the Apparent Diretion and CCD Position now orre-
sponds to eah other when running in IR mode.
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L.2.2 FR Info Flags
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Figure L.9. Info ags for IR mode on FR CHU.
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L.2.3 FR Solution Info
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Figure L.10. Solution info elds for IR mode on FR CHU.
The values indiating auray is always set to 255, even when solution is
good. This needs to be redesigned. Likewise, the propagation history is not
inreasing even though the determined solution is the same, and the ambiguity
level needs to be set if multiple objets are present.
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L.2.4 FR Apparent Dire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Figure L.11. Apparent Diretion marked valid for IR mode on FR CHU.
The Apparent diretion eld of the VBS TM paket does not orrespond
with the expeted pointing given from the onboard GNC. Apparent Diretion
needs to be veried against orret attitude mapping and is under investiga-
tion.
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L.2.5 FR CCD Position
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Figure L.12. CCD positions marked valid for IR mode of FR CHU.
The CCD Position of the IR solution is now always available even though
multiple bright objets are deteted. The Target is deteted as soon as it
enters the FOV and the AGC ontrol adjusts. The high intensity and low
shutter value indiates that the satellites are in lose operations, extending
the deteted objet. The shutter values are given in Figure L.15.
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L.2.6 FR CCD Position - x vs. y
Figure L.13. CCD positions marked valid for IR mode of FR CHU.
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L.2.7 FR Target Dimension
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Figure L.14. Target dimensions marked valid for IR mode of FR CHU.
The Target Dimension is now reported orret and orresponds to the valid
ag. The Dimension is only reported when a BBO is deteted, whih here
indiates that the Target is not a BBO using the urrent AGC and entroid
threshold setting.
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L.2.8 FR HK Shutter Time
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Figure L.15. Shutter times for the FR CHU.
The very low shutter time for the rst ∼25min indiates that the FR CHU
is pointing towards a BBO, e.g. the Earth. Afterwards, a pass of ∼10min
where the AGC adjust onto the stars. And nally a fast transition of the AGC
ontrol when Target is entering the FOV.
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L.3 IR Mode Validation for SR CHU
Input le: VBSSR_968844243.844818.txt
L.3.1 SR CCD Position
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Figure L.16. CCD positions marked valid for IR mode of SR CHU.
IR mode for the SR amera is able to provide stable solutions as soon as
Target is in FOV. When ompared to the deteted entroids of the FR CHU,
given in Figure 12, indiates that the same objet is deteted. It is seen that
SRY ≈ FRX and SRX ≈ −FRY , desribing the ∼ 90◦ rotation between the
two VBS CHUs.
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L.3.2 SR CCD Position - x vs. y
Figure L.17. CCD positions marked valid for IR mode of SR CHU.
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L.3.3 SR Target Dimension
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Figure L.18. Dimensions marked valid for IR mode of SR CHU.
Likewise as for the FR CHU, the SR CHU only provides the Dimension
when Target is deteted as a BBO.
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L.3.4 SR HK Shutter Time
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Figure L.19. Shutter times for the SR CHU.
CX L.4. CHU Alignment
L.4 CHU Alignment
Alignment between eah of the CHUs needs to be determined. When known
for all the CHU, attitude determined by only one CHU an support the rest
with their attitude pointing. This gives the VBS system the ability to provide
Target pointing in inertial oordinates.
L.4.1 CHU A+B Alignment with CHU C
Based on valid attitude data pakets the following alignment rotations have
been determined, used for mapping the attitudes from CHU A and B into the
attitude of CHU C, respetively.
qB2C =


0.892648
0.108352
−0.283797
0.333012

⇒
rotz = 0.3112
◦
roty = 35.3674
◦
rotx = 139.1821
◦
(L.1)
qA2C =


0.891719
−0.105216
0.285599
0.334960

⇒
rotz = 0.2597
◦
roty = −35.4387◦
rotx = 138.7412
◦
(L.2)
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L.4.2 VBS CHU Alignment between CHU C and D
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Figure L.20. Traked Target for the FR CHU.
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Figure L.21. Traked Target for the SR CHU.
Based on hosen data from i.a. the IR data illustrated in Figure L.12
and L.16, the inter-alignment an be estimated. The 90◦ rotation inbetween
the two VBS CHUs is learly illustrated in Figure L.20 and L.21. This is an
ongoing proess in time of writing.
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Appendix M
FR Bandpass and Edge Stray
Analysis
An analysis of whih objets the FR VBS mode loks onto has been performed
on inight data. This appendix inludes the VBS solution results for the CCD
position eld at whih the VBS system has loked onto. First all deteted
entroids are listed, then the true solution with Target in the entroid le.
Afterwards, the true Target entroid has been removed from the entroid les,
where dierent bandpass settings has been analyzed together with removal of
the Edge Stray BBO objet.
The given dataset for analysis is taken from the binary le from PDC:
OPS_TM_VC1_1936_ST_DPU_B_20100903-210906_20100903-211808.RAC
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Figure M.1. All deteted entroids used for the urrent analysis.
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Figure M.2. VBS FR solutions with Target. Bandpass:150-290"/s
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Figure M.3. VBS FR solutions when Target is not ontained in the entroid
list. Bandpass:150-290"/s
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Figure M.4. VBS FR solutions when Target is not ontained in the entroid
list. Bandpass:150-1000"/s
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Figure M.5. VBS FR solutions when Target and Edge Stray are not ontained
in the entroid list. Bandpass:15-290"/s
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Figure M.6. VBS FR solutions when Target and Edge Stray are not ontained
in the entroid list. Bandpass:150-290"/s
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Figure M.7. VBS FR solutions when Target and Edge Stray are not ontained
in the entroid list. Bandpass:150-500"/s
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Figure M.8. VBS FR solutions when Target and Edge Stray are not ontained
in the entroid list. Bandpass:150-1000"/s
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Appendix N
VBS Performane During Orbit
Corretion
During the VBS Early Harvest phase of the PRISMA mission, the rst data-
sets were taking with the FR CHU turned on pointing towards the Target
satellite.
The senario onsisted of an orbit transfer where Main is approahing Tar-
get, and performs orbit orretions and transitions in order to keep Target in
FOV of the FR CHU. The data-set presented involves Main and Target dis-
tanes going from ∼ 1000m down to ∼ 750m, resulting in Intermediate Range
solutions for the VBS system.
The boresight of the CHU (z-axis) is Target pointing and the x-axis (aligned
with the CCD x-axis) is Nadir pointing.
The analyzed dataset is aquired from the binary data paket:
OPS_TM_VC1_1936_ST_DPU_B_20100901-192139_20100901-205848.RAC
This setion desribes shortly the performane of the VBS system at the
presented senario and the reation to ontinuous orbit orretions.
CXVIII
Figure N.1. Deteted Target in CCD Coordinates with olor gradient repre-
senting time domain. Blue square indiates zoom area for Figure N.3.
In Figure N.1 is illustrated the CCD oordinates of the VBS solution, i.e.
the deteted Target. In the beginning of the solution stream Target is deteted
in the enter of the CCD, whereupon the orbit transition initiates, reating
the spiraling movement of the Target satellite.
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Figure N.2. Shutter time of the FR CHU during VBS.
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The horizontal lines in Figure N.1 is the Moon entering the FOV of the
FR CHU while orbiting the Earth. This is learly illustrated in Figure N.2
where the shutter time of the FR CHU is given. The Moon passings are seen
at T ≈ 3100s and T ≈ 9000s where the shutter time is at a minimum. During
these passes the Target is undetetable, why the VBS system traks the Moon
instead due to the fat that this is the best Target andidate in the given time
frames.
Looking at the trend of the shutter times, the Target illumination is learly
utuating whih the AGC Shutter Control ontinuously adjust for. This
utuation is due to the magnetourqer regulation of Target, reating wavering
attitude pointings while orbiting the Earth.
Figure N.3. Zoomed area of deteted Target from Figure N.1, where Main
satellite performs orbit orretion.
The zoomed area from Figure N.1 is illustrated in Figure N.3. Here is seen
how the orbit orretions performed by the Main satellite inuene on the
detetion of the Target entroiding on the CCD. The data presented is from
the IR mode of the VBS, saying that the VBS CHU is unable to determine its
own pointing. Though, the attitude pointing from the normal startrakers are
available, from where it is desired to determine the inertial attitude pointing
towards Target, negleting the orbit orretions performed by Main.
In the very beginning of the Early Harvest phase, the interalignment be-
tween the two normal startrakers and the VBS FR CHU where determined,
CXX
from where the attitude pointing of the FR CHU an be estimated based on
attitude information from one of the standard startrakers.
In Figure N.4 is illustrated the pointing attitude of CHU B and the esti-
mated attitude of CHU C based on mapping of the attitude from CHU B.
The plots are foussed on the orbit orretion maneuver whih ours in
the dataset given in Figure N.3.
The mapping has been performed using the quaternion rotation given as:
qC = qB qB→C (N.1)
where: qB : desribes the attitude pointing of CHU B.
qB→C: desribes the rotation mapping from CHU B to CHU C.
qC : desribes the estimated attitude pointing of CHU C.
Based on the deteted CCD oordinates, the pointing towards Target has
been alulated in referene to the internal CHU C oordinate system. This
Target pointing is given as Azimuth and Elevation with respet to the CHU
C boresight, and is illustrated in Figure N.5.
Additionally is the residual error of linear ttings presented in the same
gure. This gives a representation of the displaement of the Target pointing
due to the orbit orretion maneuver.
The Target pointing given in the CHU C oordinate system has been
mapped with the estimated CHU C attitude pointing, giving the Target point-
ing in inertial oordinates. These are illustrated in Figure N.6 as Right As-
ension and Delination.
Likewise, the residual error of linear ttings to Right Asension and Delina-
tion are given, showing that the orbit orretion maneuvers are not represented
in the inertial pointing towards Target.
From this it an be onluded that the VBS system an provide reliable
and preise pointing for the IR mode, regardless of satellite maneuvering. The
only riteria is that attitude information is available from either of the two
standard startrakers, sine the VBS system is running in IR mode on the FR
CHU (i.e. The FR CHU is unable to determine its own attitude due to Target
blinding.).
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Figure N.4. Pointing attitude of CHU B to the left, and the mapped attitude into the VBS CHU C on the right.
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Figure N.5. Target pointing given in the internal amera oordinate system
of CHU C. The two top graphs shows the Azimuth and Elevation in respet
to CHU C boresight, and the two bottom graphs shows the residual error of
linear tting of Azimuth and Elevation, respetively
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Figure N.6. Target pointing given in inertial oordinates. The two top graphs
shows the Right Asension and Delination, and the two bottom graphs
shows the residual error of linear tting of Right Asension and Delination,
respetively
